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ext year on the fifth anniversary of the Earth Summit, a special session of the United
Nations General Assembly will review progress towards implementing the agreements
reached there, focussing particularly on Agenda 21. In March, the Rio +5 Assembly in
Rio de Janeiro will add the perspectives of a broad cross section of civil society. After only
five years it may be too early to pronounce final judgement on the ultimate results of the

Earth Summit. After all, Rio called for fundamental changes in our economic life and in the
behaviour of individuals, corporations and nations. And fundamental change does not come
quickly or easily.

by Maurice Strong
At this point it can be said that in many respects the response to Rio has been disappointing. Offi- Secretary-General, 1992

cial development assistance has declined. Despite progress in some areas, environmental deteriora- Rio Earth Sumnmit

tion continues while the unsustainable practices which give rise to it persist. Senior Advisor to the
World Bank President

However, there is also some good news. Developing countries have taken important steps to inte-
grate sustainable development into their own national development policies and practices. Many
have adopted national strategies based on Rio's Agenda 21. China is an example, as is Costa Rica,
which also took the lead in establishing a Central American Alliance for Sustainable Development.

But it is at the level of civil society that some of the most promising progress has been made -
much of it at the grass roots and community levels. More than 1500 cities and towns around the
world have adopted their own Agenda 21. National Councils for Sustainable Development or
equivalent bodies now exist in more than 100 countries to foster consultation and collaboration
between civil society and governments.

For me the single most important and encouraging development since Rio has been the emergence
of the World Bank under President Jim Wolfensohn as a leading champion of sustainable develop-
ment. Not only has the Bank become the single largest source of funding for environmental pro-
grams and projects, it is integrating environmental and social dimensions into all of its operations.
The World Bank is playing a key role in tackling global issues like climate change and regional
issues like marine pollution and it is mounting an initiative to establish sustainable development
guidelines for private investment.

These and the many other activities that will be reported in Environment Matters clearly put the
World Bank at the centre of the movement towards a more sustainable way of life on our planet
for which the agreements reached at the Earth Summit provide the basic blueprint. Intrinsic to
this are some essential premises: for development to be sustainable, environmental and social
dimensions must be integrated fillv into its planning and management processes; the creation of
wealth must be accompanied by the reduction of poverty, resulting in a more equitable sharing of
the benefits of development; human activities must respect and maintain the integrity of the nat-
ural environment and the life support systems on which all life on Earth depends.

I am persuaded that the 21st century will be decisive for the human species. We are pushing to the
limits this planet's capacity to support human life. This confronts us with a challenge of unprece-
dented proportions; we literally must manage our own future. Although science and technology
provide us with new tools which vastly lever our capacity to do this, we will not find the solutions
there. It will require the application of human ingenuity, political will and social discipline on a
scale never yet achieved to ensure the kind of cooperative management on which our survival will
depend.

Despite the current low level of support for international institutions, these organizations will
inevitahly be pivotal in facilitating and supporting the collaboration that is indispensable for deal-
ing with the issues that will determine our common future. No organization will be more essential
to this process than the World Bank. And none is doing more to prepare itself for the new dimen-
sions of service to its members and the world community which will be required of it as we move
into the 21st century.
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THE YEAR IN PERSPECTIVE
by Andrew Steer, Director, Environment Department

Recent years have witnessed a profound change in our under- Along with other international agencies, the World Bank has
standing of the links between economic development and the sought to help its client countries make development sustain-
environment. The key 'propositions' of sustainable develop- able, and in the process has undergone its own 'greening.'
ment-laid out in the Brundtland Commission Report in 1987 Since the Earth Summit, our capacity to deal with environ-
and in Rio's Agenda 21 in 1992 were controversial at the time, mental and social concerns has risen sharply. Environmental
but are now broadly accepted. Among such propositions: and social specialist staff now number over 300, and a series of

operational policies on the environment have been put in place
* there is a crucial and potentially positive link between eco- (seepage 39).

nomic development and the environment;
* the costs of inappropriate economic policies on the envi- The Bank's environmental agenda is two-fold: to support

ronment are very high; countries as they seek to reform their environmental manage-
* addressing environmental problems requires that poverty be ment, and to factor environmental concerns into all Bank

reduced and that economic growth be guided by prices activities.
which incorporate environmental values; and

* environmental problems pay no respect to borders- Targeted Support for the
regional and global problems require regional and global Environment
actions.Enio m t

In attempting to reconcile economic development with envi-
Broad acceptance of these propositions, however, has not ronmental protection, a growing number of developing coun-
assured their effective implementation. Many environmental tries are attempting to implement a 'new environmentalism'
problems continue to intensify and in many countries there are that recognizes economic development and environmental sus-
fewv grounds for optimism. Nonetheless, in a growing number tainability as partners. The Bank's President, James Wolfen-
of countries, awareness is leading to action. Around 100 sohn, recently articulated the principles of the new
countries have now prepared national environmental strategies, environmentalism, which are increasingly reflected in our lend-
and tangible changes are apparent in about half this number. ing for enhanced environmental management (see Box, page 5).

4 ENVIRONMENT MATTERS * FALL 1996



"What is sustainable develop- World Bank Financing for the Environment
ment other than sound eco- The Active Portfolio
nomic management, rationality, 12 153

respect for the rights of others,
and concern for future genera- 10 136

tions? To move from vision to
action requires methodologies 8

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~94and best practices for improve- ,
ments in measurement, proper , 
pricing, enabling environments ut 470

and participatory approaches 45

to development." 2 10 16 33

Ismail Serageldin, Vice Presi- o
dent, Environmentally Sustain- 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
able Development Fiscal Year

Note: The height of the bars shows the size of the active portfolio (i.e. loans currently disbursing)
of projects whose primary objective is to improve environmental conditions. The numbers of active
projects are shown at the top of the bars.

The World Bank's active environmental portfolio now stands at The focus of our biodiversity projects continues to evolve
$11.5 billion for 153 projects in 62 countries (see Box, page 6). from traditional protected area management to an emphasis
Of this amount, $7.2 billion has been committed since the Rio on sustainable natural resource utilization, participation and
Earth Summit in 1992 (see figure), including $1.6 billion (for involvement of the private sector (see page 44). IFC's Biodi-
20 projects) in the past year. Our lending for the environment versity Enterprise Fund for Latin America, for example, will
has leveraged an additional $14.5 billion from other sources, support investments in sustainable agriculture, forest manage-
bringing total investment in the environment to $26 billion. ment and the use of non-timber forest products. In addition,

the past year has seen the completion of landmark work on
The environmental portfolio is on average currently perform- defining a biodiversity conservation strategy for Latin America
ing slightly better than the Bank's overall loan portfolio, but and the Caribbean (see page 22), and completion of a draft bio-
continued strong progress should not be taken for granted. diversity conservation strategy for Sub-Saharan Africa.
Environmental programs, due to their cross-sectoral nature
and frequent opposition from vested interests, pose complex
implementation challenges, and careful supervision will be PR I N C I P L ES OF THE N E W
necessary. ENVIRONMENTALISM

This portfolio, which is unique in size and scope, is not only As developing countries struggle to forge paths that pro-
a large responsibility; it is also a rich living laboratory from vide for both prosperity for their citizens and good stew-
which we and others must learn. It is vital that lessons be ardship of the environment, they are searching for new
distilled, and factored into future programs. With this in aroahe Amonme therare guiding for ns:
mind, we are currently carrying out a systematic review of approaches. Among the imperatives guiding their actions:
project and policy implementation, focusing first on natural 1. Set priorities carefully.
habitat protection, pollution management and capacity 2. Go for win-win options first.
building. 3. Insist on cost-effectiveness.

4. Use market incentives where feasible.
Beyond National Boundaries 5. Economize on administrative/regulatory capacity.
Many environmental problems need regional or global solutions. 6. Set realistic standards and enforce them.
The past year marked the second meetings of the Parties to the 7. Work with, not against, the private sector.
Biodiversity and Climate Change Conventions, the Tenth 8. Recognize that local involvement is crucial.
Anniversary of the Vienna Convention on Ozone Depletion, 9. Build constituencies for change.
and progress towards ratifying the Desertification Convention. 10. Incorporate environment from the outset.
The Bank, as an implementing agency for the Global Environ-
ment Facility (GEF) and Montreal Protocol, and through its For more details, see James Wolfensohn: "The Environment
regular lending, is committed to implementing these global for Sustainable Development' in Environment Strategy
agreements and other regional environmental programs. America, 1995/96.

ANNUAL REVIEW - JULY 1995-JUNE 1996 (FY96) 5



In the area of water resources man-
agement, this year the Bank supported - _ _ E _
regional cooperation in water manage- _ 
ment in Southern Africa, and national
water strategies in Tanzania, Kenya
and Zimbabwe. In Europe and Cen-
tral Asia, progress was made in imple-
menting five major international , . s s n X S -*

waters programs in which the Bank
plays a coordinating or supporting role:
the Baltic, Black, Mediterranean and The past year also saw major mile- A simple - and rough - environmen-
Aral Seas, and the Danube River stones in our GEF and MP ozone tal accounting of the Bank's total lend-
Basin. programs. We supported the Russian ing since Rio is presented in Table 1.

Federation and several Eastern Euro- Four types of projects are identified.
The two main thrusts of our work in the pean countries in phasing out ODS First are those specifically targeted
area of climate change were energy effi- and helped China to introduce a com- towards improving the environment
ciency and renewable energy (see page prehensive sectoral approach to ODS (discussed above). Second are those
35). Examples of the former are the phase-out, using market-based instru- that are unarguably benign to the envi-
Slovenia Environment Project and the ments (see page 34). ronment while promoting economic
China Efficient Industrial Boilers Pro- development - these 'win-win' projects
ject, which will address the enormous Greening the En tire include population, education, health,
problem of dependency on obsolete and and targeted poverty reduction projects.
inefficient boiler technology throughout Portfolio Third are projects where real trade-offs
much of Chinese industry. This year we In addition to our targeted programs for may exist between protecting the envi-
also continued work on Joint Implemen- the environment, we need to ensure that ronment and promoting economic
tation and embarked upon a global all Bank activities take environmental development, such as road or energy pro-
warming backcasting exercise. concerns into account. jects (EA category A - see Box, page 7).

Finally are all other programs - in
agriculture, urban development, eco-

d_161 * - , I1: ll,l* nomic adjustment, and the like-
which are benign if correctly designed;

Tateof oloans can bef broadly dividedinto three catore without proper care, these can damageTh cieportfolio of environmental long-term susdltdiicldaitonabeicaigoyes
Pollution and urban environmental management projects account for 60 percer f oflong-term sustainability.
environmental lending and 38 percent of projects. Last year, ten such loans were made for a
range of issues (see page 42). Rural environmental projects are currently being Implemented In Since Rio the Bank has moved aggres-
41 countries, and five new projects were approved in the past ye to improvennatua l resources
management. Three new environmental institution building projects were also approved, Wtha
the objective of Implementing national environmental an plnor; r s. cerns are progressively factored into all

these categories of projects. In so doing
Acti Portfolio of Environmental Projects, efJu 19960 $0X a number of imperatives are guiding our

Project focus Number of Number of World Bank Total project Avg. sIze of actions:
projects countries contribution (lean cost lanorcrdt

or credit; billins (billions of Assessing and Mitigating Environ-
of dollas)ej dollar) dl~~ etlI cs h aksE

Pollution and the 58 31 6.9 17.3 118 men Impacts. BankE
Urban Environment' process employs a combination of
Natural Resources / Rural 69 41 3.6 7.0 52 proactive and preventive measures to
Environmental Managemtrent
Environmental Institutions' 26 23 0.9 1.6 36 ensure that projects are environmentally

sound and sustainable. Preventive mea-
Total 153 11.4 25.9 sures are directed to recognizing and

Typically includes: capadty bulding; fiunds for on-lending to enterprises and agenides; direct investment in polhuisonpr- mitigating potential harm to people and
vention and abatement; and support for policy reforn for improved environmenta manament. the environment. More significantly,

'Addressing issues in biodiversity conservation, management of forests, land and water resources. EA can proactively contribute to the
Aimed at strengthening national and local environmental management capadry. design and implementation of environ-

In addition to the three categories of environmental projects, the Bank also implements the mentally sustainable projects where it is
Global Environment Facility (GEF) and the Montreal Protocol (MP). Over the past year, $126 initiated early, at a strategic level, with
million was committed for 15 new GEF projects, bringing the total GEF portfolio to $506 million
for 59 projects over the four focal areas: Biodiversity, Climate Change, Ozone Depleting pbi i e a
Substances (ODS) Phaseout, and International Waters. The MPportfolio also grew and now to compare and evaluate alternative
totals $214 million approved fr 461 subprojects. investments.

6 ENVIRONMENT MATTERS FALL 1996



In the past year, major reviews of the
quality and impact of EA procedures ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
were completed by the Bank's Opera- OF BANK-FINANCED PROJECTS
tions Evaluation Department and
Environment Department. They con- All Bank projects are screened for potential environmental impacts. Those
cluded that while very good progress expected to have adverse impacts that may be sensitive and irreversible are
has been made, the proactive potential assigned to category A and subect to a ful environmental assessment. Category
of EA needs to be better realized - in B projects are those whose impacts are expected to be less significant, they are
analyzing alternatives, involving local subject to some environmental analysis. Category C projects are not expected to
communities and ensuring implemen- have any negative environmental impacts. Among the investment projects
tation of mitigation plans. We have approved over the past year, 20 (8 percent) were classified as category A; 98 (39
already started to build on these percent) were classified as category B; and the remaining 133 (53 percent) were
lessons. classified as category C.

Incorporating Environment into Sec- local communities dramaticaly partnerships with groups such as the
toral Programs. Bank sectoral programs loves the s frim prveaICN pn s and proups sech orga-
increasingly acknowledge that develop- improves the prospects for improved IUCN, WWF and private sector orga-
ment will only be made sustainable if environmental management. While this nizations like the World Business
environmental and social concerns are has been well known for some time in Council for Sustainable Development
factored into the core of policymaking. rural programs, it iS now becoming are becoming central to doing business,
This year, for example, the Bank's Board equally evident in efforts to manage and are already having high payoffs (see
adopted a new policy paper on Sustain- pollution and waste. page 40). Operational partnerships with
able Transport, which places poverty and UN organizations are also growing,
environment at the center of the Bank's This year the Bank launched its Partici- especially with UNDP, UNEP, FAO
transport work. Similarly, the Bank's pation Sourcebook (see Environment and with the Secretariats of the global
draft action plan to revitalize work on Matters, Summer '96), a best practice environmental conventions.
agriculture and rural development cen- guide. We now need to make participa-
ters on social and environmental con- tory approaches and active involvement An important example this year has
cerns (see page 51). of civil society the norm in Bank- been the launch of the Global Water

supported activities. As part of this Partnership in August 1996. Initiated

More important than oby the Bank, UNDP and the Swedish
statements of policy is International Development Agency, the
impact on the ground. Table 1. World Bank Lending since Rio - A Simple Accounting GWP aims to assist local, national and
Here, real change is World Bank ,ommitments, Fiscal Years 93-96 regional authorities to implement
becoming apparent, Type of lending Billions of Dollars Percentage Agenda 21 principles of water manage-
albeit slowly. In energy, ment. The structure of the GWP
albeit slowly, Iankenergy, Total lending 87.0 1O0% builds on the successful model of the
for example, Bank-sup- Environment projects' 7.2 8%CoslaieGupnItrainl
ported projects increas- 'Win-win' projects 24.2 28%CoslaieGupnItrainl

ingly integrate Category A Projects 16.0 18% Agricultural Research (CGIAR), a
demand/supply-side All other lerding 39.6 46% structured problem-solving program
efficiency and cleaner See companion volume to this magazine for a listing of environmental with independent professional leader-
technologies -often projects. ship, flexible, non-bureaucratic adminis-
with the involvement of trative structure, and strong involvement
the private setorl -and of NGOs, academics, and the private
usually include components to build effort, social assessments are being sector.
environmental management capacity in undertaken on a growing number of
mnvisriesndtlities. Sim iy much . projects (60 in the past 18 months) and Building Capacity for the Task. Thisministries and utilities. Similarly, much p ,1 c .

more attentio is being giventoover the past year NGO 'liaison officers' is true within the World Bank, wheremore attention iS being given to l y
improved land and water management have been recruited at many of the we are currently overhauling internal
in rural projects. Bank's resident offices. training programs and identifying skills

gaps. And it is true in our client coun-

Involving Local Citizens. Ensuring Building and Strengthening Partner- tries, where we are sharply expanding
that stakeholders are involved in the ships. The Bank's primary partners are support for training and awareness-rais-
design and implementation of projects the governments and citizens of the ing programs through the Economic
and that social and cultural concerns are developing countries we serve. But we Development Institute (EDI) and our
addressed is vital to the success of all are most effective when we work with project work.
that we are trying to do. There is now other partners who are sometimes bet-
compelling evidence that involvement of ter placed to do innovative environmen-

tal and social work. Strategic

ANNUAL REVIEW -JULY 1995-JUNE 1996 (FY96) 7



Africa Region

u-aharan Africa depends influencing migration toward a bet-
Angola Malawi ~~~~~~~~~more on its environmental ter population distribution, espe-
Benin Mall ~~~~~~~~~~~resource base for its economic cially in sensitive areas;

BUrswana Fao mauritans and social needs than any making urbanization sustainable by
Burkina Faso Mauritius ~~~~other region in the world. But improving planning and services;

Burundri Moabqewith the natural resource base seriously managing energy, water, and other
Cameroon Namyibla declining, the entire region, rural and natural resources in an integrated

Caenta Afrdca Re.Nigeri urban, is being profoundly affected. fashion; and
Central.African Rep. Nigeria . hastening Africa's development of

Chad Rwanda Two-thirds of the region's people live modern education, information, and
CBotoswana f SaoTome &in rural areas and depend primarily on communication systems.
Congo Principe agriculture and other natural resources
Cote davoire Senegal for income; to them, the regionus severe This last fiscal year, the Banks regional

Dilbouti Seychelles ~~~environmental problems like soil ero- team focused on meeting these chal-
EquatoCal Guinea Sierra Leone sion and declining soil fertility, defor- lenges by integrating the environment
Eritrea SomaliaetCenthioalSouth Africaeation, pollution of water supplies, more filly into its development work.
Chabon Suandand biodiversity loss are everyday, real In the region's environmental portfolio,
GCbonr Sudan Tiand critical concerns, projects focused on helping countries
Gambia Swaziland increase their environmental manage-
Ghana Tanzania With the world's fastest growing popu- ment capacity, especially through
GUinea Togo lation, averaging about 3% a year, the National Environmental Action Plans
Guinea Bissau Uganda region will be home to more than a bil- (NEAPs) and Environmental Support

Kenya Zaire ~~~~~~~lion people by the year 2025. With Programs (ESPs). In the regular
Lesotho Zambia

G rampant migration and urbanization, investment portfoeo, the region helped
Lmbiadaimbaan estimated 700 milion of these peo- integrate environmental components
MGhadagasc Tanziple will be living in urban areas, facing into sectors like agriculture, infrastruc-

health consequences which occur if ture, urban management and trans-
infrastructure and services fail to keep portation, and helped find
pace with urban growth. environmental solutions which move

beyond national boundaries.
Meeting the Challenges
Sustainable development in this rapidly The Environmental Project
changing region has become an impera- Portfolio
tive, and must take place in the complex As of today, 31 active Bank projects in

lr _ _ ii context of diverse and changing ecosys- Sub-Saharan Africa (in addition to 10
tems, political transitions and evolution GEF projects) deal exclusively with
toward market economies. Last August, environmental issues. The portfolio's
the Bank's regional team collaborated natural resource management projects
with a broad spectrum of participants focus on forest and wildlife resource
from African countries to develop management, and sustainable manage-
Toward Environmentally Sustainable ment of agricultural lands or fisheries;
Development in Sub-Saharan Africa-A its institutional projects support devel-
World Bank Perspective', an agenda for oping environmental management
action which builds the Bank's assis- capacity through NEAPs and ESPs;
tance strategy around the region's major urban environmental management pro-
environmental challenges: jects control the environmental and

public health issues associated with
achieving food security through sus- water and sanitation in cities such as

F tainable agricultural intensification; Abidjan and Lome; and its energy effi-
facilitating a demographic transition ciency projects address efficient fuel-
to a more stable population level; wood use. The Bank's overall
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Environment Projects Active During FY96 Cameroon, Mali, Senegal and Zim- projects which are environmentally and
(S million) babwe made good progress toward socially as well as economically sustain-

Global Env. (GEF) finalizing theirs. The countries have able, supplemented their borrowing
(10 projects) prepared these NEAPs through partic- with improved environmental manage-

ipatory processes involving a wide ment training.
. . Pollution & range of stakeholders, including envi-

Urb. Env. Mgt. r
(6 projects) ronmental and other ministries, This year, the Eritrea Conimunity

. 8 sts6wildlife service organizations, NGOs, Development Fund Project will finance

Natural Res./ and community-based organizations. community-based sub-projects to
Rural Env. Mgt. Out of the region's 48 countries, 26 improve poor households' income-gen-

(1 8 project.) $0 o E
s428 have now completed NEAPs. erating capacity, such as environmental

conservation and rehabilitation activities
The Bank also helps countries imple- like check-dams, hillside terraces and
ment new or updated NEAPs in the tree planting in areas affected by soil

IBRDADA=$715 million; GEF=$49 million form of ESPs through non-lending erosion and deforestation. The Guinea
activities such as policy and legislative National Agricultural Services Project

contribution to these projects is reforms, training and technical advice. aims to improve the Ministry of Agri-
approximately $715 million out of a Although these projects have a 5-10 culture's capacity to arrest environmental
total project cost of $1.3 billion. year time frame, they support programs degradation and strengthen agricultural

to be implemented over a longer extension's adoption of sustainable tech-
This year, the region's environmental period, allowing time to identify suc- nologies and approaches. The Guinea
portfolio has expanded to include two cessful activities and build up institu- Mining Sector Investment Promotion
new projects, in Niger and Uganda. tional capacity. Zambia and Malawi are Project aims to improve mining-related
The Niger Natural Resources Man- currently preparing ESPs. environmental laws and regulations and
agement Project is designed to encour- to protect water resources from pollution
age sustainable agricultural production Environmental Components in caused by mining. The Madagascar
and growth while improving rural liv- the Investment Portfolio Energy Sector Development Project is
ing conditions. The project will also In the past year, the region made great creating a program for energy conserva-
address building capacity for environ- progress in building environmental tion which includes pilot projects in
mental management through improved
national policies and strategies, r
strengthening institutions and, at a
local level, training rural communities By the year 2000, nearly 300 million Africans will live in a water-scarce
and funding for small resource manage- environment. About 65% of rural inhabitants and one-fourth of people in cities
ment projects. The Uganda Environ- are now without adequate water; 73% of the rural and 43% of the urban
mental Management Project supports
the first 5-year phase of a longer-term population are without proper sanitation. The region's forests also continue to
program to build capacity for environ- be non-sustainably exploited. The threat of deforestation during the next century
mental management at the national,
district, and community levels through extends to massive ecosystems like the Congo Basin primary forest, which
a National Environmental Manage- makes up over 90% of the remaining primary forests in Sub-Saharan Africa.
ment Authority, and to initiate a
process in which communities can
address their local natural resource components into projects in its invest- fuelwood supplies, and will explore
degradation problems. One of the key ment portfolio, particularly in exten- options for similar programs in the
objectives of the first phase is to estab- sion and education projects and in transport sector. The Ghana Urban
lish the building-blocks for participa- agricultural research projects through Environmental Sanitation Project aims
tory environmental management. soil conservation, soil fertility manage- to provide safe and adequate water sup-

ment, agro-forestry and integrated pest ply, sanitation and solid waste services in
Durvig ths past fiscal year, Cote management components. Several lower income neighborhoods in the

countries, recognizing the need for country's major cities. Similar projects
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__ _ _ m _ were also approved in Tanzania.
The environmental review process

Bank Total required by the Bank present an oppor-
Country Project Name FY ($M) Cost tunity to improve the environmental

Angola Lobito-Benguela Urban Environment Rehab. 92 46 59 and social context for development pro-

Benin Natural Resources Management 92 14 24 jects, particularly through sectoral or
Environmental Management 95 8 9 regional Environmental Assessments

(EAs). In the transport sector this past
Burkina Faso Environmental Management 91 17 25 year, projects being prepared in Zambia

Urban Environment 95 37 50 and Ethiopia have included sectoral
Burkina Faso West Africa Pilot Community-Based EAs, which will establish criteria for
Cote d'lvoire Natural Resource and Wildlife Management' 96 7 13 road construction, rehabilitation or

Burundi Energy Sector Rehabilitation 91 23 23 maintenance sub-projects.

Cameroon Biodiversity Conservation and Management' 95 6 12 Training programs in Eritrea and

CAR Natural Resource Management 90 19 34 Namibia continue to build EA capacity,
Congo Wildlands Protection and Management' 93 10 17 with guidance emerging from the Banks

Cots dilvoire Forestry Sector 90 81 147 Workshop on Environmental Assess-
ment in Durban, South Africa in June

Abidjan Environmental Protection 90 22 50 1995. The success of the Bank's and
Gabon Forestry and Environment 93 23 38 other donors' EA capacity building activ-

Gambia Capacity Building for Environmental Management/TA 94 3 ities becomes clear as governments rely
more and more on local consultants to

Ghana Forest Resource Management 89 39 65 prepare EAs for Bank-financed projects.
Coastal Wetlands Management* 93 7 8

Environment Resource Management 93 18 36 Beyond National Boundaries
Guinea Forestry & Fisheries Management 90 8 23 Sustainable Water Resource

Kenya Forestry Development 91 20 65 Management
Protected Areas and Wildlife Services 92 61 143 In a move toward more sustainable

Madagascar Forests Management and Protection 88 7 23 management of its water resources this
past fiscal year, the region adopted an

Environment Program 90 26 86 Integrated Water Resource Manage-
Antananarivo Plain Development 90 31 69 ment Strategy for Sub-Saharan Africa.

Malawi Fisheries Development 91 9 16 Since most major African rivers and

Lake Malawi/Nyasa Biodiversity Conservation' 95 lakes are international, the regional and
sub-regional dimensions of water

Mali Natural Resource Management 92 20 32 resources are critical and require inter-
Household Energy' 95 3 11 country cooperation. The strategy aims

Mauritania Water Supply 92 11 15 to contribute to better water manage-

Mauritius Environmental Monitoring and Development 91 12 21 ment by evaluating resources, assessing
Sugar Bio-Energy Technology' 92 3 55 use patterns and environmental threats,Sugar Bio-Energy Technology* 92 3 identifying the potential for sustainable

Biodiversity Restoration* 96 1 2 water resource management, and devel-

Niger Energy 88 32 79 oping mechanisms for transboundary
Natural Resources Management 96 27 42 cooperation. The region has made

Nigeria Environmental Management 92 25 38 progress fostering cooperation on water
resource management among the

Seychelles Environment and Transport 93 5 7 Southern African Development Coop-
Biodiversity Cons. & Marine Pollution Abatement' 93 2 2 eration (SADC) countries, and develop-

Sudan Southern Kassala Agriculture 89 16 35 ing national water management
strategies in Tanzania, Kenya and

Tanzania Forest Resources Management 92 18 26 strateg
Zimbabwe.

Togo Lome Urban Development 94 26 29

Uganda Bwindi Impenetrable National Park & Mgahinga Preparatory work has also continued on
Gorilla National Park Conservation* 95 4 5 the GEF Lake Victoria Environmental
Environmental Management Capacity Building 96 12 23 Management Project. The project will

Global Environment Facility address the major threats facing the
Lake's ecosystem, especially over-fish-
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ing, eutrophication, and the effects of planning. The complementary proposed developed, they need to be comple-
introduced exotic fish and plant species Congo Basin Initiative, now in its early mented by sectoral-level capacity and
like the water hyacinth and the Nile stages of development, aims to develop capacity to manage cross-sectoral pro-
Perch. Actions to be taken include long-term sustainable management of grams such as integrated coastal zone
regional fisheries research and water the Congo's internationally important management or transboundary water-
quality monitoring, harmonizing regula- tropical forest ecosystems. shed management. In parallel, increas-
tory and enforcement systems, and pilot ing capacity for Environmental
projects in land use management mea- The Challenges Ahiead Assessment in the region, particularly
sures like afforestation and soil conser- As Sub-Saharan Africa works to bal- for strategic Environmental Assessment
vation in the catchment area. Other ance its critical social and environmental encompassing sectoral and regional
international waters projects in the early needs in the future, it must foster approaches, represents a significant

stronger ownership by building capacity challenge for the region's future.
One notable example of rapi; for environmental planning and man-

d agement, using participatory approaches
urbanization is the urban i at the national and local levels. The
community of 50 million j challenge will be to promote implemen- Towards Environmentally Sustainable Development in

tation of NEAPs by focusing on Local Sub-Saha ran Afiica.:AWorld Bank Agenda. Worldinhabitants being created on the tEnvironmental Action Plans (LEAPs) Bank, Washington D.C. December, 1995. Available
coastal zone between Abidjan and 4 and continuing to promote national tafoy Sustanable Developnl Depatiment's Environmen-

Lagos in West Africa. I ESPs, building on the experience and 473-7916.
best practices from the first generation
of ESPs. This article was prepared by Jean-Roger Mercier of thestages of development relate to manag- Africa Region Technical Departments

ing regional fisheries in West Africa, Developing institutional capacity will (AFTE1)E m20l) 473-Sstin5e Fevel(ment Divsion
and designing oil spill contingency plans continue to be a high priority. As
in the West Indian Ocean. national environmental agencies are

Biodiversity Conservation
A number of the region's biodiversity IMPLEMENTING THE MADAGASCAR NEAP
projects share an approach to participa-
tory community management of areas In FY96, the region prepared the second phase of the Madagascar Environmentalneeding biodivsity mconservation, many Support Program (EPII) under the leadership of Malagasy authorities, working in
needing biodiversity onservatdes Te close partnership with the Bank, other donors and NGOs. This program aims to

GEF-financed WestAfrica Pilot Corn implement the country's NEAP, designed to establish a policy, regulatory and institu-GEF-financed West Africa Pilot Com- tional framework for long-term environmental management and to resolve environ-munity-Based Natural Resource and mental problems like deforestation, soil degradation, energy and pollution.
Wildlife Management Project uses a
community-based approach to manag- EPII builds on the project's first phase, which focused on institution building, develop-
ing 4,800 square kilometers of the ing human resources and establishing sound environmental policies, methods, tools
Comoe natural savanna ecosystem in and procedures. In the initial project, some of the small scale projects facilitated by
southwestern Burkina Faso and north- the Agence National des Actions Environnementales (ANAE) at the village level were
ern Cote d'Ivoire. The project compo- successful, notably for soil conservation, and there was progress in Geographic Infor-
nents include community land mation Systems management. To upgrade institutional capacity, a National Environ-
management, subsistence and commer- mental Office, Park Management Agency and Soil Conservation Agency had to be
cial use of wildlife. Zimbabwe and created and existing ministries had to be reinforced, delaying on-the-ground imple-
Kenya are applying similar community- mentation; as a result, fewer micro-projects than anticipated have been completed.
based approaches to some of their own
conservation projects. EPII will continue to strengthen activities already launched but will shift its focus

toward field activities by reallocating funds. Specifically, environmental and biodiversity
The region has given high priority to conservation components will be complemented by funding for agricultural and other
environmental monitoring, reflected in income generating activities that also aim to improve natural resource management at
the Regional Environmental Informa- the local level. EPII increases the emphasis on rural development and smallholder
tion Management Project (REIMP) land management on farmland and open access lands, especially in the areas where
for the Congo Basin's six countries. The population pressure is greatest. These areas, often far from protected forests and
multi-donor project is designing a parks, require strong links from protected areas to regional growth areas.
demand-driven satellite information A complementary GEF project will finance incremental measures such as system-widedatabase for central Africa's tropical for- planning for forests outside protected areas, planning for new protected areas, and
est region to build capacity for environ- community-based sustainable forestry management schemes.
mental monitoring and land use
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Asia and the Pacific

EAST ASIA & THE SOUTH ASIA (SA) Iver the last few decades, Asia are high in Asia's megacities and many
PACIFIC (EAP) Afghanistan has outperformed the rest of second-tier cities whose resident use

PCIFICdi BEP) anghanistah the world in its rate of eco- coal for cooking and winter heat. The
Camoina Bhuangds U nomic growth. The region's economic cost of air pollution health
China Bhutan countries have made signifi- damages is an estimated $1 billion a

Indonesia Maldives cant advances in alleviating poverty and year in Bangkok, Jakarta and other
Kiribati Nepal improving living standards. As home to Asian cities.
Korea Pakistan half the world's people, this is a signifi-

Lao PDR Sn Lanka ~~~~cant achievement. Natural Resources Degradation:
IMalaysia Btteoecnmc Widespread soil degradation,
Marshall Islands Btheregion's emphasis oecnmc deforestation, wetland conversion, and
Micronesia growth without equal attention to the biodiversity loss pose region-wide

Mongolia ~~~~~~~~environment has resulted in widespread resource management and use
Iyna evrnmental damage. The costs of air problems. Rural soil degradation in
Papua New Guinea and water pollution and soil degrada- highly populated countries like
Philippines tion are large even in simple economic Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and China
Solomon Islands terms. The region's costs from environ- has a measurable impact on

Thailand ~~~~~~~~mental degradation are above 5% of agriculture. Deforestation is depleting
Tonga ~~~~~~~~~~annual GDP, and in China may be as the national wealth of forest-rich

Vanuatu high as 10%. The poor suffer most countries like Cambodia, Laos,
Vietnam from the consequences of environmen- Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and the
Western Samoa tal neglect. Solomon Islands.

Asian countries are learning that the Meeting the Challenges
trade-offs between effective environ- To address these problems, Asian
mental action and economic growth countries are strengthening their envi-
have changed. Economic progress ronmental institutions, regulations and

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ around the world is proving to be ben- strategies, and committing more
eficial for the environment as it gener- resources. But an estimated additional
ates resources for better environmental $30 to $40 billion a year will be needed
protection and promotes new and envi- by the year 2000. The private sector's
ronmentally efficient technologies. Bet- participation has become essential. This
ter e'ducation and higher incomes are calls for policy and pricing reform to
crucial to reducing environmental improve the rate of return on infra-
damage. structure investments, improving the

private sector's access to information,
In spite of these new possibilities, how- government incentives, aggressive regu-
ever, Asia's most vexing environmental lation enforcement, and environmental
problems continue to intensify,: education to create wider participation

in the management process.
Pollution. As the urban population in
Asia grows, urban degradation is The Bank has helped Asia meet
increasing. Industrial pollution is these challenges on three fronts this
growing even more rapidly than past year: pollution and resource
economic growth. Water pollution is management investments; institu-
pervasive, contaminating surface water tional strengthening through capacity
and groundwater in urban and building; and policy analysis, dia-
industrial areas. Levels of air pollution logue, and reform, in industrial pollu-
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EAP: Environment Projects Active During FY96 SA: Environment Projects Active During FY96 Mitigation Project is designed to
(S million) ($ million)

Global Env. (GEF/MP) Institution Building improve environmental and social~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(6 projects) / (2 projects)r _ T1X
(6 X $55\ / (24 o~vtnaspects of Coal India's new mining

investments, operations, land rehabili-
tation, and resettlement of indigenous

Global Env.
(GEFMP) _ - Pollution h and other people; the Bombay Sewage

(1 6 projectol 1>Ub Env .M. Dipoa Project emhszsnew
$212 Pollution & Urb. Boy. (6~~~~~~~~~~~~i proloots) LSPSIepais

(4 Ist (16tponatuti a) $811 investment in sewage collection, dis-

,rolecto) $2.1 billion posal infrastructure and financial sus-
tainability while strengthening the

IBRDflDA=$3 billion; GEF/MP=$256 million IBRD/IDA=$2 billion; GEFiMP=S55 million municipal authority's environmental
management capacity; and the

tion control and energy and water China: This year, the Hubei Urban Hydrology Project targets institutional
resource pricing. Environmental Protection, Yunnan and physical needs for improved water

Environment, Second Shanghai Sew- resource management.
The Environmental Project erage, and Chongqing Industrial
Portfolio Reform and Pollution Control Pro- Activities in India also included a line
This last fiscal year, Bank-supported jects were approved, to address urban of credit for Infrastructure Lending and
environmental projects in the two Asia air and water pollution. These four Financial Services (ILFS), an interme-
Regions grew from 45 to 53 (in addi- projects work with municipal and diary which will invest in water and
tion to 8 GEF and 15 MP projects) in provincial authorities to develop more sanitation systems and other infrastruc-
Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, India, effective enforcement of environmental ture operations to provide environmen-
Indonesia, Korea, Laos, Nepal, Pak- regulations, manage demand for water tal and human health improvements.
istan, Philippines, Sri Lanka and and other resources, and finance Their Environmental and Social
Thailand. The balance between the investments to improve air and water Assessment Framework is being
pollution and natural resource man- quality. applied to other Indian private sector
agement projects in the two regions infrastructure development projects.
reflects their different stages of devel- The Bank continued its assistance to
opment. More than half of East Asia's China's National Environmental Pro- Indonesia: The Kerinci-Seblat Biodi-
29 environment projects target pollu- tection Agency (NEPA) in national versity Integrated Conservation and
tion and urban environmental man- environmental policy, and to the Chi- Development Project was approved
agement (10 in China alone), nese Academy of Sciences in coordina- this fiscal year. This Bank/GEF project
compared to only 6 in South Asia (5 tion of ecological research. The Bank will safeguard the Kerinci-Seblat
in India); South Asia has a much has supported policy dialogue on National Park by integrating park
greater number of natural resource industrial pollution control, and energy management and conservation with
management or rural environment and water pricing. Water and waste- local and regional development, with
management projects (16 of 24 pro- water tariff reforms are beginning to be collaborative links between buffer zone
jects in South Asia) than East Asia, implemented. Supervision continued communities, local NGOs and govern-
which has 9. There are six institution on three natural resources projects ment. This approach is characteristic of
building projects (4 in East Asia and 2 approved in FY94, and on one of the the Bank's Biodiversity Assistance
in South Asia). The Bank's contribu- world's largest dams, Ertan, which has Strategy (see page 32).
tion to these projects is $3 billion out a major environmental management
of a total cost of $8.8 billion in East component. The Bank-supported PROPER, a sys-
Asia and $1.7 billion out of $2.6 bil- tem that publicly rates firms on their
lion in South Asia. India: Within the country's economic environmental performance, invites

adjustment framework, the Bank con- public participation in industrial pollu-
China, India and Indonesia were the tinues to seek opportunities to intro- tion control efforts by individual firms.
focus of new environmental lending duce environmentally sound policies. Discussions are now underway in the
this past fiscal year. Three projects were approved this year. Philippines to introduce a similar

The Coal Environment and Social system.
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Work also continued in Asia on policy Priority-Setting: Several South Asia pro- land resource management. As part of a
dialogue and priority-setting: jects are addressing environmental prior- national biodiversity strategy, efforts are

ity-setting and institutional capacity underway to improve participatory man-
Policy Dialogue: In Vietnam, the Bank building. In Bangladesh, work is under- agement in a number of protected areas.
focused on the industrialization strategy's way to implement the National Environ-
environmental implications and technical mental Management Action Plan. In Sri Environmental Components in
assistance to help the Government Lanka, a Bank review of the 1996-99 the Investment Portfolio
develop enforcement standards and Public Investment Program and Core Environmental considerations are also
mechanisms. In Thailand, work continues Investment Program identified funding integral to Bank-supported projects in
to refine the health impacts of Bangkok's needs in the NEAP. Efforts are underway agriculture, energy, land management,
air pollution, and to calculate cost-effec- to prepare a biodiversity action plan and transport, water resource, and urban sec-
tive measures to allow the city to attain its investment project for conserving medici- tors. The extent to which projects incor-
targets at the least cost. In Laos and nal plants. In Pakistan, two studies porate environmental components is a
Cambodia, deforestation is receiving addressed national environmental priori- measure of how well environmental con-
attention to reform the policy and institu- ties, institutions, and policies. In addition, cerns are addressed by more traditional-
tional framework for forest management. four projects currently cover forestry and and powerfiil-government agencies.

_________________________________ Examples include: land management in
_ _ - ._l_ _ _ _Bangladesh coastal areas, Laos, Shaanxi

Bank Total province and Gansu Hexi Corridor in
Country Project Name FY ($m) cost China, and Sulawesi and Nusa Tenggara,
China Beijing Environment 92 125 299 Indonesia; fuel and technology upgrading

Ship Waste Disposal 92 15 64 in large thermal power projects like
Ship Waste Disposal* 92 30 65 Orissa Power Sector Restructuring Pro-
Tianjin Urban Development and Environment 92 100 195 ject in India, Henan (Quinbei) Thermal
Environment Technical Assistance 93 50 70 Power Project in China, Mongolia Coal
South Jiangsu Environment Protection 93 250 584 Project, and Vietnam Power Develop-
Forest Resource Development and Protection 94 200 356 ment Project; improved environmental
Loess Plateau Watershed Rehabilitation 94 150 259 management of highway construction in
Shanghai Environment 94 160 457 China's Shanghai-Zhejiang Project, and
Sichuan Gas Transmission and Distribution Rehab.* 94 10 123 highway environmental assessment pro-
Liaoning Environment 95 110 351 cedures and air quality monitoring in
Nature Reserves Management 95 18 24 Thailand; improved water resource man-
Chongqulng Industrial Reform and Polln. Control 96 170 478 agement in Indias Uttar Pradesh Rural
Hubei Urban Environmental Protection 96 150 370 Water Supply Project, and improved
Second Shanghai Sewerage 96 250 633 urban environmental services, such as the
Yunnan Environment 96 160 310 Second EastJava Urban Development
Ozone Depletion Projects (3)'* 91-96 56 56 Project and the Manila Second Sewer-

Indonesia Forestry Institutions and Conservation 88 30 63 age Project.
Yogyakarta Upland Area Development 91 16 25
BAPEDAL Development Technical Assistance 92 12 15 Beyond National Boundaries
Integrated Pest Management 93 32 53 This fiscal year, a new strategy, the
National Watershed Management and Conservation 94 57 488 South Asia Sub-Regional Initiative, was
Surabaya Urban Development 94 175 618 initiated to look at South Asias regional
Kerinci-Seblat Bio. Integrated Cons. and Development 96 19 47 inter-country potential for sustainable
Kerinci-Seblat Bio. Integrated Cons. and Development* 96 15 47 development, particularly in the 'devel-

Korea, Rep. Pusan and Taejon Sewerage 92 40 130 opment triangle' spanning Nepal, east-
Environmental Research and Education 93 60 97 ern India, Bangladesh and Bhutan.
Kwangju and Seoul Sewerage 93 110 530 Over half the 500 million people in this
Environmental Technology Development 94 90 156 triangle live below the poverty line, on
Ports Devel. & Env. Improvement 95 100 1107 less than $1 a day. Social indicators such
Waste Disposal 95 75 305 as literacy and infant mortality are

Laos, PDR Forest Management and Conservation 94 9 20 among the most dismal in the world.

Malaysia Ozone Depletion Projects (2)** 91-96 11 11 The initiative would focus on the trans-

Philippines Environment & Natural Resource Management 91 224 369 port, cross-border commerce, energy
Leyte-Luzon Georthermal' 94 30 1334 infrastructure, and water resource sec-
Ozone Depletion Project" 91-96 12 12 tors, and would also examine sub-

Thailand Promotion of Electricity Energy Efficiency* 93 9.5 regional cooperation in industry and
Clean Fuels & Environmental Improvement 95 90 370 agriculture and cross-cutting themes
Ozone Depletion Project- 91-96 13 13 such as environment and human

resource development. It would look at
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"Poor countries cannot ; front as they have on the econonic front.
afford to grow now ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Future work will continue to emphasize

and clean up later'; capacty in environmental agencies and
envtaironmentabiltyhastobe E w othergovrnment agencies responsible
sustainability has to be for environmental investments in the
integrated in the urban and rural sectors. Urban, industrial,
design of policies and

programs at both the ~~~~~~~~~~ / ~water, and energy issues will continue to
macro and the sectoral t . | be at the forefront of environmental
level.". problems. With a combination of coun-
Joseph Wood, Vice 'try-level and regional work, the Bank wilR
President, South Asia ~ continue to assist Asian countries in these

0 environmental challenges. Even as Bank

'hardware', like strategic road or rail significant protected areas by collabora- lending to the more economicaly suc-
.. s . .... . 1 l ....... . 1 . . . . ~~~~~cessfuil Southeast Asian countries

links, gas pipeline grids, and multipur- tion between local people and govern- declines the Bank's involvement in non-
pose dams, and "software" options, such ment through an ecodevelopment , . '
as international agreements, trade and strategy. This strategy aims to address lending services such as environment-

related policy advice and cross-border
transit policies, comprehensive manage- the local people's impact on the pro- initiatives will continue in Asia.
ment of international river basins, and tected areas and the areas' impact on
energy pricing. The initiative will seek them. Finally, preparation for GEF cli-
to collaborate with various stakeholders mate change projects progressed in
in the sub-region. India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka. This article was written by Ramesh Ramankutty and

Carter Brandon, both of the Asia Region Technical
Other regional efforts are: Looking AhLead Departmento Environment andNaturalResource

* Analysis of transboundary environ- The challenge to Asian countries is to Division (ASTEN). Ramesh Ramankutty (202) 458-

mental issues in China, Far East perform as well on the environmental 2725,6CarterBranon (202) 458-2752, Fax (202)
Russia, Japan, and the Koreas. A
report has been prepared examining
the shifts in the region's timber trade South Asia Environmental Projects
as countries implement environmen- Bank Total

tal protection policies. Country Project Name FY ($m) Cost

* The RAINS-ASIA program ana- Bangladesh Forest Resources Management 92 50 59

lyzes acid rain across Asia. RAINS- Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation' 92 10 20
ASIA Phase II is beginning to apply 94 5 9

the Phase I model in China, Indone-

sia, and Thailand. RAINS-Asia India Integrated Watershed Development (Hills) 90 75 75
recently received support from Japan Integrated Watershed Development (Plains) 90 55 55

and Norway for Phase II. Industrial Pollution Control 91 157 236

* The Metropolitan Environmental Maharashtra Forestry 92 124 142

Improvement Project (MEIP) sup- Alternate Energy' 93 26 186

ports urban management capacity Renewable Resources Development 93 190 440

building in Beijing, Bombay, Uttar Pradesh Sodic Lands Reclamation 93 55 80

Colombo, Jakarta, Katmandu, and Andhra Pradesh Forestry 94 77 8

Manila. MEIP receives funding from Forestry Research Education and Extension 94 47 56

Belgium, the Netherlands, and Aus- Bombay Sewage Disposal 96 192 280

tralia. MEIP has also initiated work Coal Environment and Social Mitigation 96 65 80

in Vietnam, and is extending activi- Hydrology 96 142 178

ties to secondary cities in Phiippines, Industrial Pollution Prevention 95 168 353

Sri Lanka and Indonesia. Madhya Pradesh Forestry 95 58 67
* The CleanerProduction. InitiativeOzone Depletion Projects (3)** 91-96 22 22

* T he Cleaner Production Initiative--

assists programs in Vietnam, China, Nepal Hill Community Forestry 89 31 45

Philippines, Indonesia, India, and Sri Pakistan Second Scarp Transition 91 20 49

Lanka, focusing on policy and insti- Environmental Protection and Resource Conservation 92 29 57

tutional development, analysis of Northem Resource Management 93 29 40

economic instruments, information Fordwah E. Sadiquia Irrigation and Drainage 93 54 71

dissemination, and training and tech- Balochistan Natural Resource Management 94 15 18

nology transfer. Punjab Forest Sector Development 95 25 34

Sri Lanka Forest Sector Development 89 20 31
The GEF/Bank India Ecodevelopment Colombo Environmental Improvement 95 39 49

Project, which has been negotiated and
Bank's Board, aims ~ ' Global Environment Facilityt

presented to the Bank's Board, aims to Montreal Protocol (includes several subprojects)

conserve biodiversity in seven globally
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Eastern Europe and Central Asia Region

s most of its countries trans- mental management systems need to

the Europe and Central Asia ronmental priorities, established within

rgon's environment has the financial constraints of the transi-
improved. Pollution is declin- tion process. Since the region's coun-

Albania Lithuania ing, and air, water and soil quality is tries are embarking on transition
Armenia Macedonia improving. Lead and heavy metal dust strategies which vary in objectives,
Azerbaijan Moldova levels have decreased in response to speed of transformation, and emerging

Belarus Po~glan lower outputs and new emissions con- partnerships, they need access to a
Bosnia-Herzegovina Portuga torol measures. Particulate and sulfur variety of instruments and institutional
Bulgaria Romania dioxide emissions from large stationary and investment support. The region's
Croatia Russian Federation sources have decreased through indus- most important new challenge is to
Cyprus Slovak Republic trial decline and price adjustments in combine economic growth and
Czech Republic Slovenia the power and metallurgy sectors.
Estonia Tajikistan Nitrates, heavy metals and toxic chemi-
Georgia Turkey cals in drinking water have been
Hungary Turkmenistan rdcdanwatwtecoltinnd "Unless environmental concerns
Kazakhstan Ukraine treatment has improved in areas like are addressed head-on during
Kyrgyz Republic Uzbekistan the Baltic and Black Seas. the economic and enterprise
Latvia transition in the Region, there is

But environmental progress has been a serious risk that the recent
mixed. In many areas, air quality environmental gains will be lost
improvements appear to be less than
proportional to the fall of total emis- a rwhrsms
sions. Even though particulate emis- Jhne in
sions from large sources have decreased Vice President, ECA
substantially in some areas, increased
emissions from smaller sources like
cars, small boilers, households and new
commercial establishments have meant recovery with environmentally sustain-
that average exposure has remained able improvements.
almost unchanged. Bacteriological con-
tamination risk remains high in drink- Meeting the Challenge
ing water, and may even increase in Since the early 1990s, the Bank has
places .with deteriorating water utility helped the region's countries establish
operation and maintenance, realistic regional and national targets for

environmental improvements. At a
Countries in the region with advanced regional level, the Bank has contributed
market reforms are more likely than to developing and implementing the
less reformed economies to keep pollu- Environmental Action Programme
tion down as they increase their GDP (EAP) for Central and Eastern Europe.
and industrial production. Phasing out Nationally, the Bank supported 14
subsidies and eliminating market dis- countries as they prepared national
tortions provide a better foundation for environmental action plans (NEAPs) or

- ~ efficient natural resource use and sus- environmental strategies. Programs
tamnable environmental improvements have also been launched in partnership
(see Figure page 19). But even coun- with Azerbaijan, Armenia, Uzbekistan
tries successfully transforming to mar- and Kazakhstan, and in collaboration
ket economies need to complement with the international Task Force for
their reform measures with effective the Implementation of the EAP, the
environmental policies and institu- WHO and NGOs.
tional frameworks. Proper environ-
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In the past year, the Bank has sought provide technical assistance and invest- ing of environmental objectives with
to support the region's countries by ment for construction of a geothermal sectoral development.
investing in environmental projects demonstration plant to provide energy
with strong institutional development for a district heating system. The plant Poland's Biclsko-Biala Water and
components, increasing projects with will bring about reductions of 56,000 Wastewater Project is designed to
environmental components in the tons of CO2 and 1,200 tons of S02 support rehabilitation and improved
investment portfolio, and enhancing annually, and will demonstrate the management of the country's water and
countries' capacity to address environ- value of developing indigenous geo- wastewater sector, as are similar pro-
mental issues beyond national thermal energy resources. jects in Wroslaw, Krakow, Bydgoszcz,
boundaries. and Warsaw. The project aims to

The Slovenia Environment Project is improve the Biala and Vistula Rivers'
The Environmental Project designed to reduce particulate and sul- environmental quality by reducing pol-
Portfolio fur dioxide emissions in some of the lution and industrial waste discharges.
Currently, the Bank's environmental country's most heavily polluted cities. The project initiates combined sewer
portfolio in the region consists of 22 Environment Projects Active Durng FY96 overflow control programs, introduces a
projects (in addition to 19 GEF and 4 more effective monitoring program for
MP projects), in Cyprus, Estonia, Ru.1 E., MM. industrial waste discharges, and insti-
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia, InOfwtinlonl tutes a technical assistance and an
Czech Republic, Turkey and Slovenia. (2 Proi=.)'/S institutional strengthening program.
The portfolio's pollution and urban
environmental management projects (n _ In Kazakhstan, the Irrigation and
deal with oil spill problems, urban air P.Hll. a Ub . Drainage Improvement Project will

(14 omngr, . improve existing drainage technologypollution abatement, and improvinganreuewtrlss,aelogg
water and sanitation. The natural and reduce water losses, waterlogging
resources/rural environmental manage- and salinity problems, and help reduce
ment projects deal with land-based IBRDnDA020.2 bilion: GEFIMP4132mul len pesticide use through farmer training
sources of pollution affecting the Baltic and information dissemination. The
Sea, and forest management for water- The project involves institutional project will also help strengthen legisla-
shed protection or biodiversity conser- strengthening and an environmental tive, monitoring and enforcement
vation. Institution building projects are management scheme for the Soca Val- capacities in the Ministry of Ecology
designed to develop natural resources ley. An Air Pollution Abatement Fund and Bioresources. In the EstoniaAgr-
management capacity, and energy pro- (APAF) will be established as a trust culture Project, a land use manage-
jects promote energy efficiency or the fund managed by the Slovenian Eco- ment component helps the Ministry of
use of renewables. The total Bank sup- fund to finance conversion from coal to Environment prepare a wetlands man-
port for these projects is almost $2.2 cleaner fuels or district heating systems. agement strategy in cooperation with
billion out of a total project cost of Ultimately, the APAF will become a the World Wide Fund for Nature,
$4.8 billion (Table). self-sustaining revolving loan fund for finances laboratory equipment for envi-

similar projects in other Slovenian pol- ronmental monitoring, and funds envi-
During FY96, the Bank committed luted cities. ronmental studies for future drainage
financing for two projects in Lithuania investments.
and one in Slovenia, with broad Environmental Components in Two energy sector projects in Moldova
regional benefits which go beyond the Investment Portfolio and Romania have included measures
environmental problems of national In this past fiscal year, Bank-approved to improve efficiency in power produc-
priority. In Lithuania, the Siauliai projects in the region have components tion, reduce leaks and waste, and curb
Environment Project, the seventh which address environmental quality air pollution. The Moldova Energy
Bank pollution project for the Baltic and management. These components Project would also upgrade financial
Sea region, has a water and wastewater serve to identify and create measures to management systems to reduce non-
improvement and an environmental mitigate possible negative environmen- technical losses, facilitate better finan-
management component, and the tal consequences, fully capture potential cial decision-making and induce
Bank/GEF-supported Klaipeda Geo- environmental benefits, and create an subsequent sector reforms. The Roma-
thermal Demonstration Project will institutional base to stimulate the link- nia Power Sector Rehabilitation
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Project envisages technical and effi- The tendency to incorporate environ- research undertaken by the Bank has
ciency measures which would result in mental concerns is noticeable not only also contributed to integrating environ-
significant reductions in NO,, SO2 and in sectoral lending, but also in structural mental concerns and management.
particulate emissions. The project would adjustment operations. Of the 41 struc- New policy reviews and programs, such
also provide technical assistance for tural adjustment operations in the as the Gas Sector Review for Poland,
institutional strengthening in environ- region since 1990, including 8 this fis- Coal Sector Review for Ukraine, Oil
mental management, and health and cal year, 21 contain energy pricing con- and Gas Issues Study for Uzbekistan,
safety improvements. ditions. Regional policy work and Agricultural Sector Review for Georgia,

Transport Sector Review for Kaza-
I _ ._ _ _ _ khstan, and Energy Sector Review for

Macedonia, are likely to contribute pos-
Bank Total itively to closer coordination of envi-

Country Project Name FY ($m) Cost ronmental and economic development
Belarus Biodiversity Protection* 93 1 1 objectives.
Bulgaria Ozone Depleting Substances Phase-out* 96 11 14

_ . ~~~Beyond National Boundaries
Cyprus Limassol Amathus Sewerage and Drainage 90 25 69Beyon ational Bou ndas

Southeast Coast Sewerage and Drainage 92 32 103 Many of the regions national agendas
- ~~address environmental concerns beyond

Czech Republic Power and Environmental Improvement 92 246 246 addr enviental c onr beon
Biodiversity Protection* 94 2 3 their boundaries through regional pro-
Phaseout of Ozone Depleting Substances* 95 2 4 g a s f t

Estonia District Heating Rehabilitation 94 38 65 The Bank has participated in collabora-
Haapsalu and Matsalu Bays Environment 95 2 8 A tive efforts to improve the Baltic, Black,

Hungary Phaseout of Ozone Depleting Substances* 96 7 8 Aral and Caspian Seas, and the Danube

Latvia Liepaja Environment 95 4 21 River Basin.

Lithuania Klaipeda Environment 95 7 23 Through the Baltic and Black Sea
Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstration 96 6 18Thogte acanBlkSa
Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstration' 96 6 18 Environmental Programs, the Bank has
Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstration* 96 7 18 moved quickly from regional problem
Siauliai Environment 96 6 _ 23 identification and priority-setting to

Poland Energy Resource Development 90 250 590 project preparation and financing
Environment Mgt. 90 18 27 investments. The Baltic Sea Environ-
Heat Supply Restructuring and Conservation 91 340 739 mental Program has focused on pre-
Forest Biodiversity Protection* 92 5 6 ventative and restorative actions to
Forest Development Support 94 146 335 protect the sea based on 130 identified
Coal-to-Gas Project* 95 25 48 'hot spots,' and has recommended policy
Efficient Lighting* 95 5 5 and legislative reforms and supported
Katowice Heat Supply 95 45 93 1 institutional strengthening, research,

Romania Danube Delta Biodiversity* 95 5 5 and public environmental education.
Russian Environmental Mgt. 95 110 195 The Black Sea Environmental Pro-
Federation Emergency Oil Spill 95 99 140 gram has analyzed transboundary and

Biodiversity Conservation-Priority Response Program* 96 20 26 local environmental issues, identified
Greenhouse Gas Reduction* 96 3 131 urgent investment actions and sup-
Phaseout of Ozone Depleting Substance (first trance)* 96 9 21 ported the Urgent Investment Portfolio,

~~~~~fcEae mut-etr coorinaion
Slovak Republic Biodiversity Protection* 94 2 3 facilitated multi-sector coordiation,

Ozone Depleting Substances* 96 3 6 and provided technical assistance for
Slovenia Environment 96 35 55 local institutional capacity-building.

Slovenia Environment ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ Through the program's integrated
Phaseout of Ozone Depleting Substances* 96 6 10 coastal zone management and biodiver-

Turkey Izmir Water Supply and Sewerage 87 184 522 sta c one tan k as strength-
Istanbul Water Supply and Sewerage 88 218 570 sntd istuonal cpi trough
Ankara Sewerage 90 173 557 d traing, establishing activity centers,
Bursa Water Supply and Sanitation 93 130 258 exaining, infr action ynetwo rks,a
Eastern Anatolia Watershed Rehabilitation 93 77 121

In-Situ Conservation of Genetic Biodiversity* 93 5 6 supporting national reports and pilot
Ozone Depletion Projects (4)** 91-96 11 11 projects.

Ukraine Danube Delta Biodiversity* 94 2 2 In the Environmental Management of
Transcarpathian Biodiversity Protection* 94 1 1 the Danube River Basin Project, the

Global Environment Facility Bank was involved in agricultural stud-
Montreal Protocol (includes several subprojects) ies in Moldova, pre-investment work for
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Czech Republic Bulgaria

A comparison between the Czech Republic, the region's reform leader, and Bulgaria, the least reformed, illustrates the envi-
ronmental risk of 'unreformed' growth.

the Budapest wastewater treatment pro- The Challenges Ahead and certain heavy industry decreases,
ject, and a public awareness campaign Bank projects in the region are vehicular traffic is becoming the main
for the Bucharest water supply project. designed to promote long-term solu- source of lead pollution in urban areas.

tions through sustainable policy The issue goes beyond simple numbers
Seven Bank/GEF projects were changes, financing mechanisms and of automobiles: it affects policies and
approved in the region this past year. institutional capacity-building. Projects broader trends in fuel substitution,
Projects in Bulgaria, Hungary, Russian are also designed to have a demonstra- transport, and shipping. Effective poli-
Federation and Slovenia addressing tion effect. In the narrow view, a pro- cies and incentives must be imple-
ozone depleting substances (ODS) ject is successfid if it achieves specific mented to address these complex,
phaseout will collectively eliminate environmental objectives, such as emerging challenges. Some countries in
more than 4500 metric tons of Ozone improved air, the region, such as the Slovak Republic,

water and soil have instituted policy and tax changes
quality. In the in conjunction with targeted invest-
broader view, suc- ments to address the problem of air-
cess must be mea- borne lead emissions. Others have
sured by the asked the Bank for technical and
project's value and investment assistance.
replicability as a
model for future The regional economic picture is chang-
activities. The ing rapidly. Some countries in Central
Bank is commit- and Eastern Europe are facing the
ted to supporting immediate challenge of European

a-~j. s _ both perspectives. Union accession; others are undertaking
major structural changes and building

... Financing sources new trade and economic zones. The
A. BOND are diversifying in Bank must respond appropriately to

Depleting Potential (ODP) annually. ECA'S reforming economies, and the each of these differentiated needs. For
The Klaipeda Geothermal Demonstra- emerging private sector is becoming the the accession countries, the Bank can be
tion Project described above is linked to main source of growth, income, and instrumental in proposing least-cost
greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions. and employment. But the pollution poten- strategies for meeting the EU's environ-
the Russia Greenhouse Gas Reduc- tial is increasing as private firms, pri- mental requirements and financing parts
tion Project will determine the princi- marily small and medium-size ones, of the public investment programs. For
pal sources of GHG emissions from enter the market, and they require dif- the majority of the former Soviet Union
natural gas production, transport and ferent environmental standards and (FSU) countries, outside of the immedi-
use, and the most cost effective options enforcement policies than the large, ate EU expansion, the Bank can mobi-
for their reduction. The Russia Biodi- state-owned enterprises in the old cen- lize support for economic recovery and
versity Conservation-Priority trally-planned economies. The Bank and environmental management
Response Program aims to establish a can help the central and local environ- improvements.
national biodiversity conservation strat- mental authorities develop adequate
egy, provide institutional support and policies for the dynamic new private
technical assistance to critical protected sector. The shift from point to non-
areas, and support integrated natural point sources of airborne emissions also the ECANA Technic byKristalina Georgieva and

in the Lak a challene. As priate car th ECA/MNA Tchnical Dpartment's Environment
resources management in the Lake represents a challenge. As private car Division (EMTEN), (202) 473-0397, Fax (202)

Baikal region. ownership and road transport increases 477-0711.
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Latin America and the Caribbean Region

L 0-0- I * atin America and the challenge is to align economic growth
Caribbean has emerged from with social equity, sustainably manage
the economic stagnation of the biologically diverse areas and control
1980s. Today, democracy is urban environmental problems.
spreading, the private sector's

Argent|na Haiti performance is dramatically improving, Meeting the ChallengeArgentina Haiti. 
Bahamas Honduras productivity and exports are on the rise, During the 1990s, the region's coun-
I Barbados Jamaica: | per capita income is growing, and infla- tries began to address this challenge
Belize Mexico ton continues to fall. with the Bank's support. The number
Bolivia Nicaragua of Bank-funded environmental projects
Brazil OECS Member 1 Against this bright economic picture, has doubled in this period, as has Bank
Chile States T overcrowded and polluted cities, persis- support for health, education and pop-

tentpoet,adtraeebidvrColombia Panama poverty, and threatenedbiodiver- ulation projects.
Costa Rica Paraguay sity stand in stark contrast.Costa Rica Paraguay 

* Dominican Republic Peru
\ Ecuador Suriname t More than 70% of Latin America's
> El Salvador Trinidad & Tobago 4 people live in urban areas. An esti- - -

Guatemala Uruguay mated 300 million city dwellers gener-Guyana Venezuela ate 225,000 tons of solid waste every _ _Guyana Venezuelai.... _ 1I_day, much of which is discharged into
water bodies, open dumps and wet-
lands, contaminating surface and

i ground water. Less than 5% of cities'
sewage is treated. Urban air is severely

i polluted by motor vehicles and uncon- In view of the need to take a strategic
trolled industrial emissions. approach to environmental reform,

many of the region's countries have
More than a third of the region's peo- now prepared National Environmental
ple live below the poverty line. Most of Action Plans (NEAPs). The Bank has

! the 40 million indigenous people, the helped them prepare these documents,
bulk of the 'absolute poor', are excluded and in a number of cases is helping to
from the development process and finance their implementation. A key
deprived of income opportunities and new element of Bank support has
basic public services like education, been participation by beneficiaries and
health and housing. To survive, the other private sector and local govern-
poor too often resort to over-using ment stakeholders in project selection,
environmentally fragile areas. design and implementation. This not

only enhances the sustainability of
The region is the most biologically Bank investments but also supports
diverse on the planet, but its biodiver- democratic processes and accountable
sity is being severely threatened. The systems of governance.
Amazon Basin alone harbors about
90,000 known species of higher plants, The Environmental Portfolio
950 bird species, 300 reptile species, Today, there are 35 Bank-supported
3,000 fish species, and uncounted mil- projects in LAC's environmental port-
lions of insect species. But the region's folio (in addition to 8 GEF and 7 MP
forests, grasslands, wetlands, coral reefs, projects). The pollution and urban
and other natural habitats are being environmental management projects

!_ ~~~~~~~~~~~severely degraded, or destroyed.eniomtamngmntpjcsseverely degraded,or destroyed. , target pollution from industrial and
C-) In light of these problems, the region's m in ing operations, water pollution and0 9In ght of these problems, the regLon's
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sanitation, solid waste management, Conservation and Rehabilitation resource use and greater involvement of
transport pollution and environmental Project provides a loan to the paras- local communities and private owners.
quality at the U.S.-Mexican border. tatal Compania Vale do Rio Doce These are the Argentina Forestry
The natural resources and rural envi- (CVRD), which operates mining, Development Project, the Brazil
ronmental management projects aim to industrial, rail and port facilities, to Rural PovertyAlleviation and Nat-
improve sustainable land use planning finance investments in air, water, and ural Resources Management Project,
and management for agriculture, soil pollution control and land reclama- and the St. Lucia Watershed and
improve cross-sectoral natural resources tion. Components of the project are Environmental Management Project.
management, and sustainably manage aimed at improving the welfare of The Colombia Santafe Project
water resources and forests. The insti- communities and ecosystem conserva- includes a component to protect the
tutional projects focus on improving tion. CVRD is also implementing wetlands in the city of Santafe de
national, regional or sectoral capacity environmental management systems Bogota and surrounding areas. These
for environmental management. The throughout its operations, aimed at wetlands, now almost totally destroyed,
overall Bank contribution to these pro- controlling all their environmental are rich in endemic birds, fish, and
jects is approximately $3.2 billion, of a aspects. other organisms.
total project cost of $6.8 billion.

Environment Projects Active During FY96 In response to the urbanization chal-
Five of these projects were added to (s mililon) lenge, governments have realized the
the environmental portfolio this past need to work with the private sector to
fiscal year. Technical assistance projects augment public sector investments.
supporting environmental institution \ Privately operated companies are
development were approved in Colom- Pollute. & Urb. increasingly assuming responsibility
bia and Ecuador. The Colombia Env Mgl. for basic infrastructure services like
Urban Environment Technical Assis- $1.7 billion water supply, sanitation and public
tance Project is designed to strengthen nstutionaGlobaEnv transport. The Bank is working with
municipal environmental management (24 pruecs 10 p rolects) . national, state and local governments
agencies in Cali, Medellin, and Barran- to support the transition from publicly
quilla, formulate pollution standards, 1BRIDAlA=3.2 billion; GEFIMP=5165 million controlled environmental and infra-
and establish pollution charging and structure services to a system where
monitoring systems for industry. The the state takes on key regulatory and
Ecuador Environmental Manage- The Bolivia Environment, Industry monitoring functions and transfers
ment Project, aimed at strengthening and Mining Project was designed some operations and investments to
environmental management capacity to within the context of privatization in. the private sector, as in the Brazil
support the NEAP through a partici- the state-dominated mining sector. It is Federal Railways Restructuring and
patory approach, is targeting the Gulf aimed at implementing a regulatory Privatization Project. Partnerships
of Guayaquil, the upper Amazon, and framework to assure sound environ- with the private sector have also been
a number of urban areas. mental management of privately-led encouraged in environmental policy

mining and industrial activities. It also implementation. Self-reporting, envi-
Two natural resources and rural envi- helps remediate contamination from ronmental audits, voluntary agreements
ronmental management projects were historical mining activities, for which and formation of semi-independent
also approved. The Mexico Water the state accepts responsibility. river basin authorities are increasingly
Resources Management Project pro- being advocated for controlling the
motes conditions for environmentally Environmental Components in region's industrial pollution.
sustainable, economically efficient, and the Investment Portfolio
equitably allocated use of water In addition to the projects primarily Indigenous People and Civil
resources by improving groundwater targeted toward environmental Society
conservation, restoring surface water improvement, a number of other pro- Since 1994, the region has allocated
quality, water allocation, and fee collec- jects include components built in to about $2 million in Institutional
tion and registry of water rights for improve land, water, and forest man- Development Fund grants for capacity
users. The Brazil Environmental agement, through more sustainable building for indigenous communities in
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_ - _ Chile, Colombia, Bolivia, Ecuador,
Nicaragua and Mexico. Following par-

Bank Total, ticipation in workshops, the communi-
Country Project Name FY ($m) ties have been able to design and

Argentina Ozone Depletion Project" 91-96 22 22 negotiate their own development strate-
Bolivia Eastern Lowlands Regional Development 90 35 55 gies for presentation to government and

Biodiversity and Conservation* 93 5 8 the Bank. Beginning in FY96 with the
Environmental Technical Assistance 93 5 9 Ecuador Indigenous Peoples Develop-
Environment, Industry, & Mining 96 11 50 Peoplesdig voiane~~~~~___ ment Project, this iS leading to a new

Brazil Second Industrial Pollution Control 87 50 100 generation of lending operations target-
Minas Gerais Forestry Development 88 49 1g00enerationof lenigopertins tg
Land Management I - Parana 89 63 138 ig idigenous development needs i
Land Management II 90 33 72 Latin America. Mitigating against risks
National Environment 90 117 166 of impoverishment from displacement
Mato Grosso Natural Resource Management 92 205 286 and resettlement by Bank investments is
National Industrial Polln Control 92 50 100 ..c.i
Rondonia Natural Resource Management 92 167 228 a key o
Minas Gerais Water Quality and PolIn Control 93 145 308 technical and financial assistance to pre-
Water Quality and Polin Control-Sao Paulo/Parana 93 245 494 pare sound resettlement approaches in
Espirilo Santo Water Supply and Coastal Polln Mgt, 94 154 308 more than 15 ongoing investment oper-
Brazilian Biodiversity Fund' 96 20 25 ations in the region. The Bank also con-
Environmental Conservation and Rehabilitation 96 50 110
National Biodiversity Project* 96 10 20 tinues to support poverty alleviation
Ozone Depletion Project" 91-96 11 11 projects such as the Haiti Employment

Chile Second Valparaiso Water Supply and Sewerage 91 50 142 Generation Project.
Environment Institutions Development 93 12 33
Ozone Depletion Projects (2)" 91-96 2 2 The Bank is also supporting civil society

Colombia Natural Resource Management Program 94 39 65 participation in development planning
Urban Environment Technical Assistance 96 20 40 and decision making. It has recruited

Costa Rica Tejona Wind Power. 94 3 31 and trained 10 NGO and Social Analy-
Ecuador Lower Guayas Floodi Control 91 59 sis Specialists, and posted them with its

Biodiversity Protection* 94 7 9 Resident Missions to support civil soci-
Mining Development and Environmental Control - TA 94 14 24 ety participation in 20 'flagship' opera-
Environment Management 96 15 20 tions which already entail some
Ozone Depletion Project" 91-96 2 2 partnership between government and

Honduras Environment Development 95 11 13 civil society, and another 40 new pro-
Jamaica Demand Side Management Demonstration* 94 4 13 jects. The first generation of projects to

Mexico Environment and Natural Resources 92 50 127 include Participation Action Plans as in
Protected Area Program* 92 25 32 their strategy are expected in FY97.
Transport Air Quality Management 93 220 1087 From there on the challenge will be to
High Efficiency Lighting Pilot' 94 10 23 mainstream participatory approaches.
Northem Border Environment 94 368 762
Second Solid Waste Management 94 200 416 Beyond National Boundaries
Water and Sanitation II 94 350 770
Water Resources Management 96 187 342 On a broader level the Bank, with the
Ozone Depletion Projects (2)" 91-96 4 4 World Wildlife Fund and many collab-

OECS Countries Solid Waste Management 95 13 51 orators in Latin America, contributed
Ship-Generated Waste Mgt 95 13 51 analytical work on the definition of a

Paraguay Land Use Rationalization 92 29 41 biodiversity conservation strategy for
Natural Resources Management 94 50 79 the region. A Conservation Assessment of

Peru National Trust Fund for Protected Areas* 95 5 7 the Terrestrial Ecoregions of Latin America
Trinidad and and the Caribbean' was written in part-
Tobago Environmental Management 95 6 11 nership with World Wildlife Fund and
Uruguay Natural Resources Mgt and Irrigation Development 94 41 74 formally launched at the Bank's Third

Ozone Depletion Project" 91-96 2 2 Annual ESD Conference in October
Venezuela INPARQUES 95 55 96 1995. This work is being complemented

Ozone Depletion Projects (6)" 91-96 9 9 by a series on Critical Natural Habitats
Wider Caribbean Wider Caribb. Initiative for Ship-Generated Waste* 94 6 6 in Latin America and the Caribbean, of

I which the first volume, covering the
'Global Environment Facility Southern Cone (Argentina, Paraguay,
"Montreal Protocol (includes several subprojects) Cie) has aragyb

22 __________________________________E____ Uugay NdIChilE),Nhas MAlnRe C has 1been
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produced. This book will improve Envi- sector partnerships. The two closely poverty. With Bank support, the region
ronmental Assessment (EA) in infra- linked projects received a combined $30 will also help the Andean and Central
structure and other development million in GEF funding. The National American countries establish indigenous
projects, and will help identify sites for Biodiversity Project, managed by the peoples development strategies. Involv-
new conservation investments. Ministry of the Environment (MMA), ing civil society in supporting environ-

includes a series of workshops to set mentally sustainable development and
Another effort, the region-wide training biome-level priorities for biodiversity resolving social problems will remain a
program in EA, supports national stew- conservation and a national biodiversity key theme in the Bank's agenda into the
ardship programs. A grant from the conservation strategy. The Brazilian next century.
Norwegian Consultant Trust Fund Biodiversity Fund (FUNBIO), which
enabled the Bank to support EA train- provides financing for projects meeting The accelerating growth of cities in the
ing for regional staff and NGOs in the priorities being established in the region poses a tremendous challenge in
Colombia, Peru, Brazil, Jamaica, MMA-managed workshops, takes an the future, and is likely to result in a
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Hon- innovative approach to project manage- shift in emphasis from natural resources
duras and Nicaragua. Over 500 govern- ment by giving responsibility for fund management to pollution and urban
ment officials and NGOs have been management to the Getulio Vargas environmental management. Brazil,
trained in EA techniques and methods, Foundation, an NGO. New biodiversity Mexico, Chile and Argentina already
Bank environmental and social policies, projects being prepared for submission have urban populations above 75%, a
and inter-sectoral EA analysis. to the GEF Council in the coming fis- pattern being repeated in other coun-

tries. Since governments can't afford the
massive investments needed for urban
infrastructure even with multilateral
development agency help, they need to
strengthen their partnerships with the
private sector. Controlling urban envi-

-14 : >;l, J - 1 | 21 | | ll _ronmental pollution is likely to depend
increasingly on market-based instru-

. ffi { t . -1 . . . ; * ments. The Bank remains committed toIe' 8 "s1i tF .Wtl ' I' } * ,. X supporting the region in these efforts.

Biodiversity protection will also remain
ft ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~an important issue because of the

,, ~~region's extreme ecological richness.
New protected areas must be established
and demarcated, and the protection of
vital ecosystems, such as the Amazon,

D CSSELS Mata Atlantica, and Caribbean Sea and
D CASSELLS coastal zones, must be better enforced.

The Bank's support for natural resource cal year include ones in Nicaragua and
management and biodiversity protection Honduras, and several others elsewhere
also includes several GEF grants. The in the region. All planned investments
number of GEF projects under imple- in Central America are linked to the
mentation in LAC increased to 11 dur- concept of a Meso-American Biological A Conservation Assessment of the Terrestrial Ecoregions of

Latin America and the Caribbean. In association with
ing FY96, with two new biodiversity Corridor and include efforts to integrate the World Wildlife Fund. 1995. ISBN 0-8213-3295-

projects in Brazil. Six GEF projects in economic and biological interests in 3. World Bank Bookstore, (202) 473-1155.

the region now support biodiversity long-term planning. Critical Natural Habitats in Latin America and the

conservation, three are targeted at cli- Caribbean. Volume 1: Southern Cone (Argentina, Chile,

mate change, and two support interna- bl'l( ©M ha$ m\'iG dl Paraguay and Uruguay). In collaboration with Agri-

tional waters initiatives. The sustainable development challenges toring Center.p Augunt 199W6ld LCanservation Moni-

in the region are formidable. Reducing Caribbean Environment Division, (202) 676-9373.

A recently completed review of the the gap between the rich and poor will Volumes 2-4 in Draft.

GEF Pilot Phase concluded that stake- clearly remain an essential condition for This article was written by William Partridge, Chief of

holder participation is key to success- its success. Brazil, Colombia and the Latin America and the Caribbean Regional

filly preparing conservation projects. Jamaica have asked for the Bank's help Environment Division (LATEN). (202) 473-8622,

The two new projects in Brazil look to in formulating policies on national Fax (202) 676-9373.

promote biodiversity conservation involuntary resettlement to advance and
through innovative public and private deepen their commitment to reducing
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Middle East and North Africa Region

n the 1960s and 70s, economic Environment Projects Active During FY96

growth in the Middle East and Gtlob.1 Env, (GEFMP)

North Africa was the highest in 0I G(II l5 En(J)

the world, primarily because of 56

oil exports. During these years, in P \
a drive for self-sufficiency, the region Eon. Met

Algeria Morocco embarked on a strategy of industrial (4projos)
Bahrain Oman and agricultural protectionism sup-
Egypt Qatar ported by trade barriers, a strategy
Iran Saudi Arabia encouraged by publicly subsidized
Iraq Syria energy, water and agrochemicals.
Jordan Tunisia IBRIn$545 n4lIIen; GEF/MP=$5O tolilon

Kuwait United Arab But by the 1980s, as international oil
Lebanon Emirates prices slumped in the wake of global These problems now cost almost $15
Libya Yemen overproduction, these economic gains billion a year, 3% of GDP, in impaired
Malta became unsustainable and the region's health, premature deaths, lost natural

countries witnessed slow or even nega- resources, and tourism losses.
tive per capita growth rates. By the
1990s, the 'lost decade' of the 80s
prompted many governments in the
region to begin economic reform pro- Today, as many of the region's countries
grams to improve resource efficiency move toward economic reform and
and spur private sector growth. In the trade integration with the European
process, however, the region came face Union, the Bank is helping the region
to face with the environmental legacy meet its environmental challenges, sup-
of its earlier development strategy porting national and regional environ-
(Box), with its unsustainable use of nat- mental action plans and strategies,
ural resources and widespread environ- helping improve environmental man-
mental degradation. The region now agement through institutional
faces four major environmental chal- strengthening and capacity building,
lenges: helping create an improved economic

incentive framework for environmental
60 million people are exposed to protection, and providing targeted
urban air pollution of particulates, lending for 'hot spots.'
lead, and sulfur dioxide. This could
increase to 160 million in ten years. In 1995, the Banks regional staff pro-

* 45 million people lack safe drinking duced a Middle East and North Africa
water and 85 million lack safe sani- Environmental Strategy', a program to
tation, mostly in rural areas. address environmental problems by

* Ten of the region's 18 Bank member strengthening the capacity of environ-
countries already consume more mental institutions and engaging public
freshwater resources than can be participation, intensifying management
renewed, relying on depletion of of scarce natural resources, and arrest-
non-renewable aquifers and/or ing pollution, particularly where public
expensive desalinization of seawater. health is affected. The Bank has sup-

* Land, pasture and forest degrada- ported this strategy through projects in
tion is threatening the livelihoods of its environmental portfolio, environ-
millions of rural poor who depend mental components in projects in its
z _ I i___ for their sustenance on their regular investment portfolio, and pro-
E. _ 1 , __ surroundings. grams and projects beyond national
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. ,, [$ - m l, boundaries, including METAP-
. . .g W I _ * ; t + I + financed activities (Box, page 27).

;, -{M _. - - The Environmentag Projec2

As of today, the Bank actively supports
. .. .. ... . . . . 12 environmental projects in Algeria,

Egypt, Lebanon, Morocco, Tunisia and
. "_bl g 8 Yemen (in addition to 7 GEF and 4

MP projects). The portfolio's pollution
-e w ; - and urban environmental management

projects aim to address environmental
- and public health issues related to solid

waste, domestic effluent and industrial
pollution. The natural resources and

AMM rural environmental management pro-
jects deal with sustainably managing
forests, soils and water, and building
capacity for managing environmental
protection. The overal Bank contribu-
tion to these projects is $645 million
out of a total project cost of $1.7
billion.

C. CARNEMAR

This fiscal year, the Bank approved two
Causes of the Region's Environmental Problems industrial sector pollution projects, in

Algeria and Egypt. The Algeria
The causes of the current environmental situation, rooted in past policies and Industrial Pollution Control Project
incomplete reforms, are: is designed to strengthen the country's

institutional and legal framework by
* energy policies with no accountability, that continue to supply fuel oil with high sul- increasing national and local capacities
fur content and leaded gasoline; to design, monitor, and enforce policies

and regulations, and to help finance
* high energy consumption in relation to economic output caused by low energy investmeionts aimed at pollution reduc-
prices; tion and prevention in two industrial

* highly polluting public enterprises still responsible for the bulk of industrial air and plants-an iron and steel complex and
water pollution; a fertilizer complex with several sulfu-

ric and phosphoric acid plants.
* old, fuel inefficient and highly polluting vehicle fleets, replacement of which is dis- i
couraged by high import barriers; The Egypt Pollution Abatement Pro-

* lack of cost recovery for water and sanitation services, which has constraint ject, prepared with METAP assistance,
finances available for extending and improving service provision; aims to introduce innovative, replicable

market mechanisms for collaborative
* massive abstraction and inefficient use of water for irrigation, encouraged by low environmental management between
or no-cost water and a lack of incentives for conservation and allocation to higher financial/regulatory institutions and
value uses; industrial enterprises; help the govern-

ment improve its monitoring and
* lack of adequate natural resources tenure rights and protection, coupled with enforcement capacity; introduce pollu-
rapid population growth. tion prevention investment as an envi-

ronmental management tool; and
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promote NGO and media participation opportunities while they maximize and wastewater services in Fez by reha-
to create a public expectation for good environmental benefits. The Egypt bilitating and expanding the sewerage
environmental and safety practices. The Second Social Fund Project supports collection system and providing waste-
investment component provides envi- job creation through community infra- water treatment and quality control.
ronmental financing through the com- structure works (small scale wastewater The project will also finance sanitary
mercial banking sector for industrial treatment, rural roads, community cen- education campaigns, water quality con-
enterprises, on a demand basis, to miti- ters), and small and micro-enterprise trol and credit lines for house connec-
gate pollution and comply with environ- development, with environmental con- tions to sewers in low income
mental regulations. siderations built into the project. Public neighborhoods. The West Bank and

works in agriculture and water, sewer- Gaza Municipal Infrastructure Devel-
Ca ©©mpannoft in age and road maintenance financed by opment Project also aims to improve

1hS DnUSZMVFDQ i)O iDY0D the Algeria Social Safety Net Support sewerage collection, treatment and dis-
Poverty and unemployment can exacer- Project include control of soil erosion in posal systems and conserve water
bate existing pressures on natural vulnerable areas in two provinces and resources through wastewater re-use and
resources from the poor as they look to maintenance of watershed infrastructure leakage control from irrigation systems.
fragile 'open access' natural resources for in Bourmedes. The Yemen Public
sustenance. Environmental degradation Works Project aims to promote com- Projects with components to strengthen
and health hazards can also result from munity participation in small works environmental management capacity
deteriorating public infrastructure such as irrigation improvement and soil include the Jordan Export Develop-
caused by governments' budget con- conservation. ment Project, designed to build the
straints. banking sector's capacity for 'clean' pri-

Two projects approved in FY96 support vate sector development and growth
A number of newly approved projects infrastructure to improve environmental and enhance the country's export com-
in the Bank's investment portfolio for and public health conditions. The petitiveness; and the Tunisia Industry
the region are designed to address this Morocco Second Sewerage and Water Support Institutions Upgrading Pro-
problem by creating employment Re-Use Project will improve sewerage ject, designed to develop information

and research on clean technologies,
upstream waste minimization and

I IVA I II II ,1 I 1K ; - a from reduction, economies in the use of raw
T Bank Total material, energy, water and hazardous

Country ProJect Name FY ($m) Cost substances, waste recovery and recy-
Coutria Pilot Forestry and Watershed Management 92 25 37 cling, training in best practices, and
Algeria Pilot Forestry and Watershed Management 92 25 37 environmental audits.

Water Supply and Sewerage Rehab. 94 110 170
Industrial Polln. Control 96 78 118 This past fiscal year, the Bank also
El Kala National Park and Wetlands Managemont* 94 9 12 helped prepare environmental strategies

Tunisia Oil Polin. Management Project for the SW Med. Sea* 94 18 20 for Jordan and Lebanon, and completed

Egypt Matruh Resource Management 93 22 31 a pollution load assessment for Saudi
Private Sector Tourism 93 130 784 Arabia (on a cost reimbursable basis).
Pollution Abatement 96 40 51 Emphasis is also placed on disseminat-
Red Sea Coastal and Marine Resource Management 93 5 6 ing environmental assessment proce-
Ozone Depletion Project- 91-96 2 2 dures, and introducing environmental

Iran Tehran Transport Emissions Reduction* 94 2 4 economics through case studies and

Jordan Gulf of Aqaba Envrionmental Action Plan* 96 3 13 workshops.
Ozone Depletion Projects- 91-96 2 2

Lebanon Solid Waste & Environmental Management 95 55 135 Be ion tonal B ou es

Morocco Second Forestry Development 90 49 100 un i tion to the rojectsunder implementation in the region, the
Environmental Management 94 6 11 Jordanian Gulf of Aqaba Environmen-
Repowering of Power Plant' 95 6 46 tal Action Plan was approved this fiscal

Tunisia Second Forestry Development 93 69 148 year. This project will develop collabora-
Northwest Mountainous Areas Development 94 28 50 tive mechanisms for strengthening the
Solar Water Heating* 95 4 21 regional capacity to protect marine bio-
Ozone Depletion Project- 91-96 1 1 diversity and the coastal zone. Specific

Yemen Rep. Land and Water Conservation 92 33 48 objectives include: developing and
Global Environment Facility enforcing the legal framework and regu-
'Montreal Protocol (includes several subprojects) lations for transboundary pollution con-
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To meet the challenges ahead, METAP
- is leading the way towards environmen-

-m ~~tally sustainable development in the
region. The Bank, with its international
partners, is now launching METAP's

1 @ ! S | 2 1. = = _______________third and final phase (METAP III,
1996-2000), a $100 million program

dll marine t m^X which will implement concrete projects
in three integrated priority areas: capac-
ity building, participation and partner-
ships; arresting and prevention of

trol; safeguarding against oil pollution; pollution at'hot spots'; and integrated
devising and implementing guidelines ~. .water and coastal areas resource man-
for sustainable development of the agement. It is envisaged that, by shifting
coastal zone; and establishing and man- = the program's management to the
aging a marine protected area. region, METAP III will result in several

4 i_l .X - billion dollars in environmentally related
During FY96, the Bank's participation investments through such initiatives as a
in METAP (Box) focused on preparing METAP Regional Facility at Cairo,
a pipeline of environmental investments with a UNDP-managed Capacity
for the Mediterranean region, in parallel Building Unit, a Bank- and European
with initiatives to strengthen natural . .! Investment Bank-managed Project
resources management capacity in the Preparation Unit, a Private Public Part-
basin. nership which will expand partnerships

d and collaborations between government,
By the end of the fiscal year, METAcP I - business, and community groups, and a
(1993-1995) was made up of 63 country Special Grants Fund for local environ-
and regional activities totalling $18.1 l mental NGOs in the METAP benefi-
million, supported by the European ciary countries.
Commission, European Investment
Bank, UNDP and the Bank. 34 were The region's countries have been slow to
aimed at solid waste management, . respond to growing lead pollution from
industrial pollution control, wastewater leaded gasoline, and many countries
treatment and oil pollution control, _ continue to use large quantities of high
including the Algeria Industrial Pollu- -:j sulfur fuel oil near population centers
tion Control and Egypt's Pollution and dirty diesel in transport. A few
Abatement Project. Regional capacity sr* countries have introduced unleaded
building initiatives focused on training . ARONSON gasoline on a limited scale, but relative
in environmental communications, con- prices of leaded and unleaded gasoline
flict mediation and negotiation and ment and services; improve soil and provide no incentive for using unleaded
environmental economics. METAP rangeland productivity and sustainable gas. In the coming years, the region's
interventions for institutional strength- use by reducing fertility loss, erosion, countries can take advantage of other
ening over the past year included a and vegetative cover and value; and regions' experience in the move to
MEDGEOBASE land information manage water resources sustainably, par- unleaded gasoline.
system in Morocco, advanced phases of ticularly in countries with serious water
EIA units in Algeria and Egypt and an shortages and contamination. The Bank
Environmental Strategy for Lebanon. is also ready to help countries in the

region confront the issue of environ-
Th@ haNel@Sige$ btAl'led ment and international trade as they ' Middle East and North Africa Environmental/Strategy:integrate with the world economy. Eco- Towards Sustainable Development. February 1995.The Bank stands ready to continue its d stor wor, such as Egypt ECA/MNA Technical Department's Environment
support to the region in the fuiture to: ucmnCotrEooicM o- Division (EMTEN), Fax~ (202) 477-0711.
protect public health; manage natural upcomning Country Economic Memo-protct pblicheath; anag natral randum, will give attention to environ-
resources; control air pollution; increase mentalp qity te World
municipal wastewater collection and Trade Organization and the environ- This article was written by Bjorn Larsen of the
treatment capacity, and industrial pre- l . . ECA/MNA Technical Departments Environment
treatment throy,gh reanation and ment, and ISO 14,000, issues in which Division (EMTEN), (202) 458-2153, Fax (202)
enforcement; enhance rural develop- several countries have expressed interest. 477-0711.
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Internation Hunance Corporalon

aEnvironmcnt is a central priority for FC is committed to integrating consultation with local populations.
"Environment is a central priority for I environmental considerations into Environmental staffing resources were

IFC. We have a two-pronged the mainstream of its activities, to increased substantially to provide
approach: to ensure that al IFC involving civil society in major stronger support to investment depart-

decisions, and to consulting with ments and to quicken the pace of new
projects are sustainable and affected parties on sensitive projects. innovative environmental projects.
environmentally sound, and to be To promote and strengthen its role in

sustainable development led by the pri-
more proactive in developing new vate sector, IFC has expanded its envi- 1 I g Wl< En
ideas and initiatives to catalyze ronmental staff, reviewed its internal Dftetftmo HUig1h Otmn3aiv
private sector investment. IFC must policies and practices, and established All IFC projects must meet high envi-

regular dialogues with non-govern- ronmental standards. 'Environment' is a
be a pioneer and leader in the effort to mental organizations (NGOs) and term used broadly to cover natural
improve the environmental clients (Box, page 29). resources, social and cultural impacts,
performance of the private sector in This year,.IFC launched a series of mi- and health and safety. EnvironmentalpernThis year, IFC launched a series of ini- review procedures are designed to
our developing member countries. tiatives to strengthen sustainable pri- ensure consistency with the World
This is a fundamental role for us." vate sector environmental activities. Bank's environmental policies and pro-

The Corporation worked closely with ject requirements, and also with host
Jannik Lindbaek, the Bank to develop the Pollution Pre- countries' requirements.

vention andAbatement Handbook, which
Executive Vice-President provides environmental guidelines for For IFC's direct investments, projects
IFC projects. It also began an NGO out- are environmentally assessed using a

reach program, updated its policy on classification process similar to the
information disclosure, and strength- Bank's1, with the addition of Category
ened requirements for project-related Fl projects, involving sub-projects

This past year, MIGA continued its paKtem of expansion since beginning operations in
1990. In FY96 MIGA has issued 68 guarantee contracts for a total of $862 million in
coverage, and expanded its membership to 134.

Prospective MIGA projects are reviewed before a guarantee contract is issued to
ensure that the investment is consonant with World Bank environmental policies and
guidelines. In addition, MIGA's guarantee contracts have always required the investor
to comply with the host government's laws and regulations. In reviewing projects,
MIGA has drawn on the environmental expertise of other World Bank Group mem-
bers. Initially, MIGA relied exclusively on the Bank. In recent years, the IFC has
served as MIGA's environmental advisor for all its projects. Under a formal agree-
ment, IFC has now reviewed more than 200 prospective MIGA projects.

This year, MIGA identified the need to expand its environmental review capacity to
address specific environmental issues related to prospective guarantees. It is now
drafting its own environmental review procedures, which will be consistent with those
of IBRD and IFC. MIGA has extended and revised its original agreement retaining
IFC as its Environmental Advisor, and has secured the approval of its Board to hire
an environmental liaison to deal with environmental experts in the Bank Group, cor-
porations, and external environmental organizations.
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AFRICA ENTERPRISE FUND 4 

~he Africa Enterprise Fund (AEF) is IFC's 
! ;special purpose vehicle for investing in

T small and medium-sized businesses in - . . ..
Africa. In FY96, 42 new projects were /,s I ; ,d
approved in 18 African countries in the *~'

agricultural, manufacturing, industrial,
consumer services and tourism sectors, an

- IFC investment of $28.5 million. ,i

All AEF proposals are screened for MM
environmental impacts in recognition that, in D,. i , . I
spite of their small size, their potential to pollute -

* may be high. To help investors meet IFC's
environmental requirements, the Environmental .. . .
Assistance Fund was initiated as a pilot in the
past year with support from Japanese Trust
Funds.

Unsecured fuel drums in an ecologically sensitive area create environmenta, fire,
and health and safety hazards, highlighting the need to screen small scale
investments.

financed by financial intermediaries that In 1996, IFC and MIGA (Box, page operate a former government-owned
may result in environmental impacts. In 28) project sponsors dealt with a broad refinery in San Lorenzo. Refisan has
this fiscal year, IFC approved 15 cate- spectrum of environmental issues in begun a comprehensive environmen-
gory A, 135 category B, 72 category C, designing projects, ranging from very tal cleanup, decontaminating soil by
and 42 category FT projects. basic pollution prevention, abatement

and cleanup to more complex issues
During project planning, project spon- such as natural habitat protection, land Sen io r
sors that receive IFC's support must rights for the landless, and worker Ma n a g emen t
analyze environmental impacts and education. For example, the Kasese Commi tment
develop a plan to mitigate them. Finan- Cobalt Project in Uganda helped pro-
cial intermediaries must develop their tect an important wedand system (Box, The Director of IFC's Technical and
own capacity to conduct environmental page 31). Environment
reviews, with IFC providing training directlytothe ExecutiveVice Presi-
and backup support for sub-project Privatization programs often provide dectl tonExecutiv ice Presi-
environmental review. It is critical to fertile ground for environmental grating environmental issues into the
continually supervise direct investments improvements, from staunching the mainstream of IFC operations has
and capital market projects to fully real- flow of pollutants from inefficient been given to a Vice President of
ize the benefits and opportunities in the operations to cleanup of contaminated Operations, Jemal-ud-din Kassum.
sponsor's environmental analysis. sites and installation of energy-efficient IFCos General Counsel, Carol Lee

and clean production technologies. has taken a very active role in defin-
What Can the Private Sect@w ing IFC's environmental and disclo-
Do? In Argentina, Refineria San Lorenzo sure policies and in structuring better
Opportunities abound for improving (Refisan) shows how privatization systems of outside accountability and
the environment through private sector can lead to environmental benefits. communications.
initiatives. Refisan was established to own and
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biodegradation and removing oil pol- impacts on affected communities can tions, which will increase BSS's enroll-
luting an aquifer. To avoid future con- be significant. In the Sucrerie Bour- ment by 16,000 students. An education
tamination, Refisan is extensively bon Tay Ninh Project, a French-Viet- specialist, funded by a Japanese trust
upgrading equipment, replacing namese joint venture, the sponsors fund, will help develop a BSS educa-
underground pipelines with above- made a concerted effort to ensure that tional action plan and disseminate best
ground pipelines that can be moni- land rights issues were handled sensi- practices to other schools. All buildings
tored and repaired. Their installation tively and that small farmers' interests will be constructed with basic fire detec-
of a closed cooling water system will were taken into account in construc- tion and alarm systems, and will be
reduce river water intake and dis- tion and operation of a large sugar equipped for handicapped children.
charge. New air pollution control refinery. The nucleus of the land for
equipment has significantly reduced the sugar cane fields was occupied by Environmental Capacity
air emissions from refinery operations. small farmers who had traditionally Building

worked the land but had no legal title IFC provides loans, equity financing
Promoting Socia a to it and faced potential displacement. and credit lines to commercial financial
Community Development Sucrerie and IFC worked with the institutions, which in turn provide loans
Social and community issues are an local government to ensure that these to local businesses for working capital,
integral part of sustainable develop- farmers were able to continue to culti- trade finance, project finance, venture
ment. To better understand its projects' vate the lands they occupied. As a capital, and equipment leasing. Theresult, the displacement of farmers, development of training workshops for

financial institutions has been an impor-
_______________________________ _________________________________ tant IFC contribution. This year IFC

continued its training program on Envi-
IFC has developed a portfolio of environmental investments with a value of approxi- ronmental Management for Financial
mately $55 million, leveraging grant funds from the Global Environment Facility and Inshtutions, introducing senior officers
the Multilateral Fund of the Montreal Protocol and IFC co-financing to develop innov- from 72 institutions in 14 emerging
ative private sector approaches. These approaches include a joint IFC/GEF program markets to the principles and methods
to provide financing to enable small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) and the of environmental management. Since
Poland Efficient Lighting Program (see Engaging the Private Sector, page 44). 1993, over 250 financial institutions

have participated in this workshop.IFC approved grants from the Montreal Protocol totaling over $4.8 million to help pri-
vate sector firms comply with requirements for phasing out chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) A new, in-depth course now under
use. Assan Demir ve Sac Sanayi, A.S., and Tek-iz Izolasyan ve Yapi Elemaniari
Sanayi, A.S., leading Turkish manufacturers of materials for the cold storage industry, development for environmental coordi-
will revamp their manufacturing processes to replace CFC use. Calex and Samsung- nators in financial institutions will focus
Calex, the only two manufacturers of refrigerators and freezers in Slovak Republic, on practical aspects of integrating envi-
will also eliminate CFC use. Together these programs will eliminate over 600 tons of ronmental management into financial
CFC use per year. operations. Course development is sup-

ported by the European Commission
through the IFC/EC Asia Trust Fund.

social impacts on communities and including those who lacked official IFC also conducts an internal training
identify c good corporate practices in tenure, was prevented. program to increase environmental
working with local groups, IFC is awareness and bring up-to-date infor-
reviewing its portfolio's social dimen- The private sector can also contribute to mation on environmental management
sions. This will enable it to help its social development in emerging to staff working directly with project
clients address the complex social issues economies by investing in sectors such sponsors to design and finance environ-
arising from private investment and will as education or health. The IFC- mentally sustainable projects.
enhance its projects' development bene- financed Beaconhouse School System
fits. Initial findings suggest that across a (BSS), Pakistan's largest privately- Environmental Projects
broad spectrum of countries and sectors, owned school system with more than Taking a proactive stance toward envi-
IFC sponsors are involved in a range of 29,000 students in 64 schools, has ronmental issues means finding oppor-
development activities from providing focused on providing high quality edu- tunities for private sector financing in
communities with clean water, health cation at costs affordable to Pakistan's environmental projects. "Forward look-
services and education to sponsoring growing middle class. Approximately ing companies are recognizing that
training programs and rehabilitating 70% of the professional staff and 40% of local and global environmental con-
roads and community infrastructure in the students are women, which is cerns provide new business opportuni-
collaboration with local governments, important in an area where adult female ties," says Jamil Kassum, Vice President

literacy rates are 21%. The IFC- of Operations. "The challenge is to
In projects which involve issues of financed project involves construction of identify and focus on such business
resettlement and land rights, the social 14 school buildings at multiple loca- opportunities, which represent a grow-
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ing new frontier of development and for private sector investments in the environmentally sustainable develop-
investment activity." environment. Proposed investments such ment. Andreas Raczynski, Director of

as the Biodiversity Enterprise Fund for the Technical and Environment Depart-
Developing a strong pipeline of environ- Latin America will mobilize equity or ment, summarizes this role: "IFC recog-
mental projects such as water and waste quasi-equity investments in sustainable nizes that our contribution represents
management services continues to be a or alternative agriculture, sustainable only a small portion of the large capital
priority. This fiscal year, IFC invested in forestry, ecotourism, or other sectors flows to developing countries. Consis-
the first privatization of water and sewer with links to biodiversity. A Renewable tent with the new paradigm of private
services in Brazil. Aguas de Limeira
(AdL), a 50-50 consortium of a major
Brazilian construction company, CBPO, THE KASESE COBALT PROJECT IN UGANDA
and Lyonnaise des Eaux of France
assumed operational control of the Western Uganda's Kiiembe copper deposit was worked from 1956 to 1982, when the
water/sewer system in June 1995. AdL Kilembe Mine ceased operations. The mine's metallurgical operations left behind
will provide approximately $124 million stockpiles containing nearly 1 million tons of cobalt-rich pyrite concentrate. Over the
ofne .ine duroingthe . 25 -ye years, some of the material eroded downhill and through Queen Elizabeth National
ofncessio ineastmening sae drinkean Park, filling portions of a large wetland system and stifling vegetation on Lake George.
concession, increasing safe drinKing Additionally, rains leached heavy metals from the stockpiles. This threat to the first
water and sewage collection pipes and wetland designated by Uganda as a wetland of international importance will be signifi-
providing treatment of domestic and cantly reduced as a result of the IFC/MIGA-supported Kasese Cobalt Project, through
industrial wastewater prior to discharge which Kasese Cobalt Company Limited (KCC) will reprocess the cobalt pyrite concen-
into the Tatu, the city's principal stream. trate to produce high grade cobalt. Newly processed tailings will be placed in a more
The Tatu is one of the most polluted secure chemical matrix significantly less susceptible to leaching of heavy metals.
rivers in the Piracicaba, draining much Reclamation programs already underway by KCC have significantly reduced stockpile
of the State of Sao Paulo's surface erosion to Queen Elizabeth National Park. As a result, natural soil is beginning to
waters. A major element of this program cover the concentrate and naturally revegetate in some areas. KCC will monitor the
is completion of a treatment facility that reclamation and revegetation programs.
the city was unable to complete with its
own resources. AdL's investment will
reduce the waste load in the Tatu by Energy and Efficiency Fund will invest sector driven development, IFC should
more than 90% over the next 5 years. in on-grid and off-grid renewable find ways to extend its influence beyond

energy projects. A proposed photovoltaic its financial reach. Our vision is that
Looking Ahead (PV) market transformation initiative, if leading private sector companies, espe-
IFC has been able to promote environ- approved, will combine IFC, GEF, and cially those active in sensitive natural
mentally sustainable development private sector finds to support both resources and infrastructure develop-
beyond its own projects in support of commercially proven and innovative PV ment, together with NGOs, academia,
regional investment and development technologies. (see Environment as a and multilateral financing institutions,
strategies, by establishing benchmarks Business Opportunity, page 44). would agree on broadly accepted guide-
for environmental performance in the lines that would govern investments in
developing world and Eastern Europe. To spearhead the Corporation's activities developing countries. If the World Bank
Strengthening staff environmental in financing environmentally sustainable Group can assist in achieving a broad
awareness and knowledge will continue development, IFC ha; created a Special agreement between these parties, it
to be emphasized in day-to-day opera- Projects Unit within its Technical and would have made a major contribution
tions. As capital markets increase in Environment Department. The unit will to sustainable development."
importance in developing countries, act as a catalyst to develop and imple-
IFC will continue to work closely with ment a variety of new financing vehicles Category A projects have the potential for significant
other multilateral financial institutions to help the private sector address a broad Impact Assessment. Category B projects may result in
to develop a consistent, pragmatic range of environmental issues. Accord- specific impacts for which performance standards,

approach to environmental management ing to Martyn Riddle, Manager of the guidelines Or desigcn Crtegri caprojects normbau y do not
in financial intermediary lending. IFC Environment Division, "By centralizing result in any environmental impact. Category FI pro-
intends to continue to act as a catalyst management of the numerous environ- jects involve financial intermediaries which finance

in developing new investment vehicles mental projects initiated by IFC and our sub-projects that may result in environmental impacts.

to help the private sector finance envi- projects funded by GEF, our goal is to This article was written by Todd Hanson and Letitia
ronmentally sustainable development, enhance IFC's role in environmental Oliveira, of the International Finance Corporations

building on its experience and existing investments and their integration into Technical & Environment Department (CTEED),
portfolio of environmental investments. IFC investment activities." (202) 473-3987, Fax (202) 676-9495.

In the coming fiscal year, IFC will con- These initiatives are steps toward realiz-
tinue its efforts to provide opportunities ing IFC's broader role in encouraging
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Supporting the Biodiversity Convention

purred by the alarming loss of biodiver- last September, recogni ing natural habitat loss as
sity around the world, 149 countries have the main threat to biodiversity. As a result, the
now ratified the Convention on Biologi- Bank does not support projects which would sig-
cal Diversity (CBD). The Convention is nificantly convert or degrade critical natural habi-
built around three imperatives: conserva- tats, and avoids other natural habitats entirely if

tion, sustainable use, and the equitable sharing of possible by locating projects on previously cleared
the benefits of biodiversity. Implementing these or converted lands. Where avoidance is not feasi-
imperatives is now an urgent challenge to the ble and environmental assessment indicates that a
world community, and the World Bank, along project would significantly affect natural habitats,
with other international partners, is committed to the design must include mitigation measures such
helping its member countries do so. as establishing and maintaining an ecologically

similar protected area.
This past November, after consulting with a
broad spectrum of external stakeholders and Important work in support of this policy was
partners, the Bank presented its Biodiversity begun this fiscal year on Critical Natural Habitats
Assistance Strategy' to the Second Conference in Latin America and the Caribbean (page 22), of

L.;W,v .I. of the Parties to the CBD in Jakarta. The strat- which the first volume, covering the Southern
egy is built on the recognition that protected Cone countries of Argentina, Chile, Paraguay
areas are essential but not sufficient for biodiver- and Uruguay, is now complete. The series, which
sity conservation, that significant biodiversity is pinpoints the region's critical natural habitats, is

4' .' * *$ ts; located in land- and water-scapes outside pro- being designed to improve planning, environ-
tected areas, and that the opportunity cost to mental assessment and mitigation of proposed

k +. * .developing nations for not using these resources infrastructure and other development projects
4 is prohibitive. This strategy now guides the evo- and identify high-priority sites for new targeted

lution of Bank support from a traditional focus biodiversity conservation investments.
~, * on targeted government-led conservation efforts

4 NO .W to 'mainstreaming' biodiversity concerns (Box). Priority-Setting

4 otg Co 4s The Bank has also supported regional biodiver-
4 #g * ,* I Suppotirg Targeted onservation sity strategies and priority-setting exercises, as in

* 4 Since the 1970s, the Bank has supported pro- its Latin America and Caribbean Region (LAC)
* 1* * ¢tected area establishment and management, work. Last October, LAC and WWF launched a

4 % p41 wildlife management, conservation planning, priority-setting exercise for South American ter-
Ail , f buffer-zone management and ex-situ conserva- restrial ecoregions (see page 22). The overview of

B RAHILL tion. Starting from a fairly modest level, Bank the conservation status and biological distinctive-
assistance to biodiversity conservation has grown ness of 191 ecoregions making up the region's
rapidly. The portfolio now totals $805 million for land-based natural habitats identifies high-prior-
95 projects or project components in 54 coun- ity areas for biodiversity conservation throughout
tries, and an additional leveraged $536 million the region. This past year, the Bank also devel-
from borrowing governments and other donors, oped its Assistance Framework for Biodiversity
bringing the total support to $1.34 billion since Conservation in Sub-Saharan Africa.
1988. Over the last three years, this has involved
average annual incremental support of $198 mil- Partners in Conservation
lion. In this last fiscal year, the Bank approved an The Bank recognizes that successful conservation
additional 9 projects at $134 million. depends on active partnerships among all stake-

holders-governments, local communities, the
NratuaN Mabitats Policy private sector, NGOs and international institu-
In addition to conserving biodiversity, the Bank's tions like the Bank. In the past year, working with
activities must not inadvertently harm biodiver- Conservation International, The World Conser-
sity. With this in mind, the Bank finalized its vation Union-IUCN, the World Wildlife Fund,
Operational Policy on Natural Habitats (page 39) the World Resources Institute and other national
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biq, Biodiversity
inj jI and Natural

Habitats

ELEMENTS OF THE BANK'S BIODIVERSITY ASSISTANCE STRATEGY This section

Supporting Learning and Innovation in Conservation: The Bank supports biodiversity conservation and focuses on
sustainable use through regular lending to client governments and grant financing through GEF. Bank assis-
tance will evolve as lessons from earlier experience are fed back into new operations. One focus is envi- management of
ronmental education livelihood funds to realize changes in incentives and attitudes. Another is support for
incorporating biodiversity concerns in integrated resource management planning for forests, river basins biodiversity
and coastal zones. The Bank also maintains an action learning program to streamline implementation of its
policies and procedures, reviewing best practices and training Bank staff, development agencies and deci- conservation,
sion-makers in client countries.

Internalizing Biodiversity as a Priority: The Bank recognizes that to play an effective role in biodiversity especially in
conservation and sustainable use, it must go beyond traditional lending for biodiversity and integrate biodi-
versity conservation with economic development. It is working to ensure more rigorous and systematic con- forests and
sideration of biodiversity concerns in its country assistance strategies and economic and sector work. It is
also contributing to valuation methods and indicators to allow more consideration of biodiversity concerns marginal lands.
in development planning.

Building Stronger Partnerships for Conservation: To make its conservation and management assis-
tance more effective, the Bank is building on existing partnerships and establishing new ones. Deeper, more
effective partnerships are being sought with client governments, the private sector, other development agen-
cies and NGOs. Grant programs for NGOs and local communities, are a particularly powerful tool for tap-
ping the social energy needed for better conservation and development outcomes.

and international NGOs, the Bank has supported - - -

mechanisms to amplify existing government-led
conservation activities through NGO and com-
munity-based actions. The Critical Ecosystems .
Partnership Fund (CEPF), a grant facility pro-
moting conservation and sustainable development
in globally critical areas, is being considered and
will hopefully be launched shortly.

Looking Ahead

In its Biodiversity Assistance Strategy, the Bank
calls not only for targeted biodiversity conserva- B. -L
tion support, but for developing biodiversity-
friendly policies and programs in sectors like the approach for implementing this new frame-
agriculture and forestry. During the past year, it work.
launched a Global Overlays Program, which
seeks to develop the conceptual framework and In partnership with Wetlands International, the
toolkit for mainstreaming global environmental Bank will also continue its work on wetlands, The article was

objectives in national environmental planning and is holding discussions to see how it can help written by David

and Bank operations. The Program's initial countries provide further maintenance of inter- Cassells, Forest

focus has been on mainstreaming biodiversity national flyways, now partly funded by the Bank Resources Specialist,
with the Land, Water

conservation in agricultural development. and GEF. andNatural

Mainstreaming Biodiversity in Agricultural Habitats Division of

Development.: Toward Good Practice, wilEl be Mainstreamning Biodiversity in Development:A World Bank Assistance EnvWronment
issued at the Third Conference of the Parties to Strategyfor Implementing the Convention on Biological Diversity, Department
the CBD in Buenos Aires this November. The Environment Department Paper No. 29, November 1995. Avail- DENVLW 2
challenge remains to develop a toolkit and test able from the Environment Department, fax (202) 477-0565. (47392), (202)

(202) 477-0568.
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Stratospheric Ozone Depletion

he ozone layer protects life on Earth undermined by continuing availability of locally
from dangerous ultraviolet radiation. produced ODS; illicit trade in Russian CFCs in
Excessive exposure to WV radiation can North America, Europe and developing coun-

Today, sustainable increase skin cancer and eye cataracts, tries also undermines the world community's
development is suppress the immune response system, efforts to phase out all CFCs. The production
threatened by two and adversely affect terrestrial and aquatic phaseout project will address these risks and
global atmospheric ecosystems. Increasingly, anthropogenic emis- accomplish what is probably the most cost-effec-

sions of ozone depleting substances (ODS) like tive large-scale ODS phaseout in the world.
chlorine- and bromine-containing chemicals,

stratospheric ozone particularly chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), are Market-Based Instruments
depletion and climate threatening the ozone layer's stability. This year, the Bank undertook a study on market-
change. Both threats based instruments (MBIs) to support ODS
are examples of When countries around the world signed the phaseout. The study identifies potential applica-
'textbook' global Vienna Convention for the Protection of the tions for conventional MBIs like taxes and trad-
environmental Ozone Layer and its Montreal Protocol (MP), able production permits, and recommends a
externalities- they committed to phasing out all CFCs by national bidding system for MFMP grant distrib-
externaliltes- 2010 (1996 for OECD). This past year, the ution. In a competitive auction, a firm's 'offer
unintended or World Bank supported its client countries as price' or 'willingness to accept' a grant in exchange
unforeseen side- they worked to meet these obligations: for ODS elimination reveals the firm's own esti-
effects of human mate of its true incremental costs of conversion
economic activity. Montr@au Protocol away from ODS. A national auction would reduce
These atmospheric Since 1991, as an implementing agency for the costs to the MFMP since firms would have to
pollution problems Multilateral Fund for the Montreal Protocol compete for the Fund's resources and would have

(MFMP), the Bank has approved 461 invest- incentives to minimize their conversion costs. In
have characteristics ment projects (about 40% of all MFMP invest- May, the MFMP Executive Committee approved
that render their ment projects) at about $210.5 million (nearly $1 million for such a scheme in Chile.
solution particularly 50% of MFMP investment project resources).
complex in geo- This fiscal year alone, 112 investment projects, at Sectoral Approach to ODS Phaseout
political terms. They $51.5 million, were approved. These projects Since September 1995, the Bank has been work-
produce large-scale have resulted in an annual phaseout of over ing with the Government of China on a pilot to
effects which 7,800 tons of ODS weighted for their ozone- phase out over 35,000 tons of ODS annually in

depleting potential, and will ultimately result in the halon sector, used primarily in fire protection
potentially impact a an annual phaseout of over 42,000 tons. systems. Through policy measures and financing,
high proportion of the the pilot will provide enterprises with incentives
earth's people and Global Environment Faciiity lGEF) to identify and adopt least-cost options. Cost
ecosystems. Many countries with economies in transition are estimates show that this approach would achieve
Collective action is not eligible to receive financing from the MP more savings than a project-by-project approach.
required for their but are eligible under the GEF. Through the It would also allow fund disbursement to be
resolution, as no one Bank as an implementing agency, the GEF is based on achieving halon sector phaseout targets,
nation is responsible financing ODS phaseout in six economies in measuring success by environmental performance

transition, including Russia. The value of the instead of the number of project proposals.
for causing the approved projects is now over $85 million, and
problem. And no one will ultimately result in an annual phaseout of Hydrocarbon Refrigeration
nation working alone over 18,000 tons of ODS. The Bank, Germany and Switzerland have initi-
could eliminate the ated a study on the global hydrocarbon domestic
threat, even with full ODS Production haseout i IUssW refrigeration market, to evaluate the barriers
incentive, The Bank is supporting a special initiative to faced by hydrocarbon technologies, determine
commitment and help the Russian Federation phase out ODS whether or not they enjoy a level playing field

production. Although ODS consumption in relative to other alternatives, and assess their
political willpower. Russia has fallen over recent years, this could be comparative environmental benefits.
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Global Cliniate Change The Globalgt Atmosphere

T his last year, in a global study on climate sions and that it is often in a country's best inter- This section
change, scientists concluded that human est to pursue actions that also capture climate
activities, especially fossil fuel combustion change benefits. Because agriculture, industry, focuses on the
and land-use changes like agriculture and energy and transport investments can impact the
deforestation, are increasing concentra- global atmosphere, climate change must be taken Bank's work in

tions of greenhouse gases (GHGs), and altering into account in their design. Conversely, agricul-
the Earth's climate. This will adversely affect tural and infrastructure investments, if not fostering global
human health, ecological systems, and socio-eco- designed with climate change in mind, could be
nomic sectors, with developing countries being adversely affected by future changes in tempera- warming
the most vulnerable. While the Framework Con- ture, rainfall and sea level regimes.
vention on Climate Change (FCCC) places solutions through
obligations on OECD countries and economies Up to a point, domestic and global benefits are
in transition to limit emissions in the year 2000 to produced jointly. But climate change's global risk energy efficiency,
those in 1990, it only requires developing coun- also warrants actions beyond domestic economic
tries to report on activities to address GHG emis- and environmental efficiency. Increasingly, the demand side
sions and climate change strategies. Meeting the Bank is helping countries integrate climate
FCCC's objectives will require 'global' improve- change concerns into policymaking and invest- management and
ments in energy efficiency and transition away ment planning. Prototype climate change 'global
from fossil fuels. The challenge the world faces is overlay' studies have been completed and guide- renewable
to meet energy needs in the most environmentally lines finalized for Ukraine's and Mexico's energy
benign manner, and to take climate change into sector and Argentina's forestry sector. Work was technologies, and
account in agriculture, forestry, fisheries, ecologi- also begun to bring the global climate change
cal system conservation and sustainable use, dimension into Indian and Philippine power sec- its role in
coastal zone management, and human health. tor planning.

carrying out the

Climate change will continue to have a signifi- Ciarbon Shadow Price Backeasting
cant impact on the Bank's portfolio, with increas- Study GEF and Montreal
ing impetus to develop technologies and policies This past year, the Bank began a study to analyze

promoting efficient energy and renewable energy the economic implications of including a shadow Protocol work.
use. As new mechanisms augment or partially price for carbon damages for selected projects,
replace traditional funding, the Bank Group can and will assess how including a shadow price
facilitate and leverage funds for climate change would have influenced each investment's design.
purposes, in particular by closer cooperation with The study should help clarify how climate
the private sector (see page 44). This last fiscal change concerns could influence the Bank's lend-
year, the Bank has taken the lead in helping ing, provide support for policy formulation and
countries reduce emissions and enhance sinks of identify priority investments.
greenhouse gases on 4 principal fronts:

c ivietH@s implemented Jointly
Global Environmental Facility The FCCC Parties established a pilot phase for

As a GEF implementing agency, the Bank Activities Implemented Jointly (AIJ), where This article was
emphasizes emissions abatement opportunities countries ccntract with parties in another coun- written by Robert

that are cost-effective from a long-term global try to reduce that country's GHG emissions. AIJ Scoence Sedsor to the
environmental perspective. Renewable energy is important for stimulating additional resource office of the Director
has been a major focus; through June, the GEF flows for the global environmental good. With of tke Environment

Council had authorized $215 million in GEF Norway's co-financing, the Bank has expanded De'partment at the

co-financing of Bank renewable energy projects. its AIJ Work Program to clarify how AIJ and World Bank
(EN VDR), (202)

other market mechanisms can promote the 473-6965, Fax
Mainstreaming Climate Change Bank's client countries' interests. (202) 477-0565.

Evidence is growing that economic structural
changes will strongly affect future GHG emis-
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Measuring and Valuing the Environment

tradiional measures of economic progress crowd out attention to the environment. In the
ignore the costs of environmental degra- Philippines, a joint IMF/World Bank team iden-
dation and depleting natural resources. tified key policy reforms the government must
The Bank has been at the forefront of make to address environmental issues in its
efforts to correct this, pioneering new macroeconomic growth program on the road to

ways to measure progress by linking the eco- becoming an Asian 'green tiger': introducing
nomic and environmental spheres. Following on water pollution charges to increase the govern-
the heels of such work as the integrated national ment's fiscal capacity to manage pollution and
accounts it built with the United Nations for user charges to fund protected areas development
Mexico and Papua New Guinea in 1991, the and maintenance, increasing fuel excise taxes,
Bank continued its pioneering work this past and reforming the fiscal regime for mining,

including resource royalties, to provide a secure
revenue stream for the government and proper

-I- lqh _APIRS Cd-incentives to resource exploiters.

Monitoi.g Environmeti_ Policy Reform and the Environment
Pmgre0 - -l n -- rorm an t Environmn
Ep.dq XW M-fW^,.t _ Nl i _ _As liberalization and policy reform spreads

i; -; - - 611i111-11 - 3 _ worldwide, the environmental effects are most
.0 t-;0 -;;0 * l li6 0iZ directly seen in the 'win-win' policies that aim to

- *0- - . ** E * eamwl _ * _ eliminate subsidies which damage both the
L.. ;:- * * l * _economy and the environment. In 1992, the

Bank's World Development Report highlighted
fossil fuel subsidies as egregious examples of

year when it published Monitoring Environmen- 'lose-lose' policies: scarce fiscal resources are
tal Progress (MEP). The MEP presented first wasted, investment decisions distorted, and pol-
estimates of total national wealth, embracing lution emissions elevated. Preliminary results
natural resources, produced assets and human from work tracking the changes in fossil fuiel
resources for a broad spectrum of countries. The subsidies from 1990 to 1995 in 5 countries in
document highlighted 'genuine savings,' which Eastern Europe show that total subsidy levels on
extends traditional measures of net saving by coal, natural gas and petroleum products
deducting the value of environmental depletion dropped from $14.4 billion in 1991 to $6 billion
and degradation, as a new key policy indicator in 1995, 4.3% of the region's combined GNP
for countries aiming to create and maintain total (Figure). Subsidy reductions are beginning to
wealth. have an effect. In Poland, the aggregate effi-

ciency of fossil fuel use (measured as quantities
The Bank has made progress in four related of fuels used per unit of real GDP) has increased
areas this year: by about 20% from its mid-1980's levels.

Increased fuel efficiency translates directly into
E©fl)©2DSIY l a $nd tha reductions in emissions of sulfur and nitrogen

oxides, particulates and carbon dioxide.
An explicit link must be made between macro-
economic planning and the environment through Another stream of work is assessing subsidies on
a common analytical framework which recog- agricultural inputs, particularly fertilizers and
nizes that, while human-made capital assets are pesticides, whose excessive use leads to runoff
essential for development, they can only substi- into the environment. Input subsidies are sizable
tute at the margin for natural, human and social in some countries: budgeted fertilizer subsidies in
capital. This year, a Bank study on Jamaica India rose from roughly $900 million in 1982 to
demonstrated that natural resource management nearly $2.5 billion in 1992. The past few years
is important to sustainable growth and the press- have seen a significant reduction in the degree of
ing fiscal and political concerns that tend to subsidization of agricultural inputs. Although
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L New Indicators
of Progress

This year, World Development Indicators This section
Countries in Eastem Europe (VW DI) will be expanded to become the focuses on

petroleum Countries in EasternEuropeBanks most comprehensive and authorita-
products tive set of data and indicators on economic environmental

and social development. Environmental information at two
*1990/91 tables will cover land and deforestation,

natural gas __ 1995 protected areas and biodiversity, freshwater levels: under-
use, energy taxes and use, energy efficiency standing projects'
and CO2 emissions, urbanization, air pol-

coal _ lution, and traffic and congestion. environmental
dimensions and

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% Evolving Measures of Value
Liberalization in five Eastem European countres (Bulgaria, Former Republic of Innovative work has been done on valu- monitoring theirCzechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania) has led to dramatic decreases in implicit
and explicit subsidies on fossil fuels. Total fossil fuelsubsidies fellfrom US$14.4 billion ing the environmental impacts of Bank performance;
in 1990/91 to $6 billion in 1995, a drop of 4.3% of GNP. projects. These include the landscape val-

Saurca~~~~~~~ Interntcsn. Enls heesey mclud Bunk sOdsas auvosal-uui
Sos Intemad .. I En.,gy Agency, World Bcank andutho,Ic.lcutioe. I ues of forested hillsides in Croatia, off- and observing

site benefits from expanded protected a nation's
these reductions have often been driven by fiscal areas in Haiti, the economic dimensions of coral management of
problems and adjustment programs, they can reef protection in Indonesia, and tourism and
have important environmental consequences. In other benefits from improved wildlife manage- its environment.
some cases, as with Indonesian pesticide subsi- ment in Kenya. Lessons from this work will feed It also explores
dies, the subsidy reductions have arisen directly into the development of indicators and efforts to
from a recognition of environmental damage. further 'green' the national accounts. economic

Indicators of Environmental Change Collaboration on Indicators Work analysis tools to
The Bank is working with Indonesia, Costa Rica Collaboration with other international institu- link physical
and South Africa to develop green national tions in ESD indicator development is essential. environmental
accounts, expanding their traditional economic With the United Nations Commission for Sus-
accounts to include natural resources and the tainable Development, the Bank has played a key effects to
environment. A major program on development role in developing poverty indicators, and is economic
and policy use of environmental indicators at the helping the Baltic states define their national
country level will also begin this year, with assis- environmental indicator sets. A global coalition impacts.
tance from Scandinavian trust funds. for Land Quality Indicators took shape this past

year: UNEP, UNDP, FAO, CGIAR (the Con-
New guidelines for environmental performance sultative Group for International Agricultural This article was
monitoring indicators are part of a Bank-wide Research) and the Bank are working on a two written byjohn
effort to improve project implementation and year program to expand our knowledge of the Dixon, Unit Chief
better monitor the impacts of the Bank's lending. pressures on, and changing state of, agricultural Indicators and
The first edition note of Environmental Perfor- land worldwide. Environmental
mance Indicators is now being implemented. Valuation, and Kirk

Hamilton,
___________________________________________Environmental

The second edition of Monitoring Environmental MonitoringEnvironmentalProgress.:A Report on Work in Progress. Economist, ofthe
Progress, scheduled for early 1997, highlights sec- November, 1995. Available from the World Bank Bookstore, (202) Pollution and
toral indicators for land quality, updated portfo- 473-1155 Environmental
lio indicators on wealth and genuine savings, Environment Performance Indicators-First Edition Note. Februarv, Econoeics Divsiont
analysis of evolving themes such as poverty and 1996. World Bank's Environment Department, Fax (202) 477-0565 of e nvronm en
the environment, and new indicators on policy World Development Report 1992. Published for the World Bank by DENPaEnt
reform and the environment. This edition will the Oxford University Press, New York, NY. 1992. World Bank 473-8594, Fax
include human capital formation in the genuine Bookstore, (202) 473-1155. (202) 477-096&
savings measures.
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Legal Dimensions of Environmental Management

nvironmental protection is now accepted nents early in a project's development reinforces
as a crucial component of a modern legal its legal aspects. The benefits of this approach
system, as Agenda 21 highlights in its can be seen, for instance, in the Industrial Pollu-
guidelines for effective legal and regula- tion Control Project in Algeria and the Environ-
tory frameworks. As governments mental Management Project in Burkina Faso.

increasingly turn to the private sector, the impor-
tance of sound, adequately enforced environmen- Transboundary and Global
tal regulation and policy and pricing reform Assistance
increases. The legal aspects of solutions to global Regional and global environmental solutions
and transboundary environmental problems also often have national and international law com-
present new challenges for inter-governmental ponents. The Bank's legal staff have helped draft

such regional instruments as the GEF-financed
regional trust find agreement in the Eastern
Carpathian mountains and the Resolution of the

_ . *. s Wider Caribbean countries to develop laws
The Bank's legal staff needed to ratify the global marine pollution
oftenvlectureonths . .e waters convention (MARPOL 1973/78). In

of Bank operations to response to growing pressures on the Congo
ofGBsn governments toBasin's biodiversity, the Bank is helping draft aNGOs, governments Memorandum of Understanding between the six

tions around the countries of the Basin to establish a Regional
world, and recently t Environmental Information Management system
participated in the cooperation. In the past year, the Bank has con-11).
first Arabic Work- tinued to play a crucial role in helping its client
shop on Environ- countries integrate environment and develop- LEGEN was part of the team drafting the
mental Assessment. ment through law and institutional capacity working paper on the Red Sea's environmental
The workshop, held building. management and publications on the Desertifi-
jointly with the Gulf cation Convention and CIS States' participation
Council of Coopera- Environmental Law and Capacity in international environmental treaties.
tion (GCC) using the Building
Bank's Arabic-version Many developing countries are seeking advice on LEGEN has also helped coordinate the Bank's
EA Sourcebook, was how to enhance the scope, content and capacity role as trustee and administrator for global envi-
attended by fifty of existing national frameworks to create a sound ronmental funds such as the GEF, the Ozone
high-ranked staff legal foundation for their environmental man- Trust Fund and the Rain Forest Trust Fund,
from environmental agement. LEGEN (Box), working with the
agencies, water responsibility country lawyers, have helped 50 M. * 11r1 I _A
resource management countries produce overarching or sectoral legisla- I =IIAOFAWL, r
agencies and the oil tion in support of resource management, pollu-
industry in GCC tion control or institutional strengthening. In the
countries. Bank leg-al past year this has included framework environ- The World Bank has had environmental
staff are also develop- mental laws in Morocco, Eritrea and Haiti, water lawyers for more than a decade, but in 1993 it
ing an environmental legislation in Tanzania, forestry in Cameroon established a dedicated Unit in the Legal
law training program and Laos, hazardous waste management in Department, which also has responsibility for
to supplement inter- 'lera gniomna macseseti the related fields of international and trade law.
nal training on the Algeria, environmental impact assessment in
legal aspects of Syria, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, and environ-
coastal zone manage- mental aspects of mining operations in Zambia. leading to more streamlined legal instruments,
ment, environmental including those providing funding to NGOs and
assessment, and In its work with countries on National Environ- the private sector. The legal staff also supports
forestry management mental Action Plans (NEAPs), environmental the Bank at meetings of the parties of the Cli-
and conservation. strategies and specific sectors, the Bank has mate Change and Biological Diversity Conven-

found that addressing environmental law compo- tions and other related conventions.
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Legal
Frameworks

International Law Issues THE BANK'S POLICIES This section

As projects are prepared at the Bank, many
international law issues arise. LEGEN provides In FY93, the Bank began to convert its Operational focuses on the
technical expertise as borrowers draft interna- Directives (ODs) into a new system of Operational Policies

tional instruments o r identify customary rules (OPs), Bank Procedures (BPs), and Good Practices (GPs). legal aspects of
tional instruments or identify customary rules The current environmental and social statements are:
and treaties. Last year, in the Commercial Space OD 4.01 Environmental Assessment (to be issued as
Launch Project in Ukraine and Russia (Sea OP/BP/GP 4.01): Policy and procedures for environmental
Launch), they conducted a review of a wide assessment, whereby environmental consequences are taken management,
range of international customary and treaty law into account in selecting, siting, planning, and designing
issues, including the UTN Convention on the projects. including national
Law of the Sea, the International Convention OP/BP/GP 4.02 Environmental Action Plans: Policy to
for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships encourage and support borrowing governments to prepare,

(MARPOL 1973/78), and treaties governing implement and maintain environmental action plans, which and international
activities in outer space. should be reflected in Bank operational work.

OP 4.09 Pest Management: Policy to support biological or
Complying with Bank Policies environmental control methods in managing pests that

The legal staff also helps ensure compliance with affect either agriculture or public health. and environmental
the Bank's own environmental and social policies OP 4.07 Water Resources Management: Policy to promote and social
(Box) in environmental assessment (as in the economicaLy viable, environmentaLly sustainable and
Manila Second Sewerage Project); protection of socially equitable water resource management.
natural habitats (in the India Ecodevelopment OD 4.20 Indigenous Peoples (to be issued as OP/BP/GP p
Project); indigenous peoples' rights (in the Sierra 4.10): Policy to ensure that indigenous peoples benefit from
Natural Resources Management and Poverty development projects, and that projects' potentially adverse
Alleviation Project in Peru), involuntary resettle- effects are avoided or mitigated.
ment (in the Shanghai-Zhejiang Highway Pro- OD 4.30 Involuntary Resetdement (to be issued as
ject); forestry (in the Argentina Forestry OP/BP/GP 4.12): Policy and procedures on Bank staff and
Development Project), water resources (in the borrower responsibilities towards displaced persons in
Morocco Second Sewerage and Water Re-use operations involving involuntary resettlement.
Project) and international waterways (for the OP/GP 4.36 Forestry: Policy on forest sector lending to
Caspian Sea). Assessing complance with inter- reduce deforestation, enhance the environmental

Caspia. Sea). Assessing compliance contribution of forests, promote afforestation, reduce
nal policies has been central to review of projects poverty, and encourage economic development.
brought before the BSank's Inspection Panel, such
as the Amrn hydroelectric project in Nepal. OD 9.01 Procedures for Investment Operations underdae Global Environment Facility (to be issued as OP/ BP

10.20): Policy describing the steps to process Global
Future Challenges Environment Facility (GEF) operations, in addition to

Protecting the environment also involves build- standard Bank investment lending procedures.
ing sustainable management systems. In the OP/BP 10.21 Investment Operations Financed by the
coming year, LEGEN will work with an Envi- Multilateral Fund of the Montreal Protocol: This policy

ronmental Management Capacity Building pro- describes the identification process, eligible activities, and
ject in India to strengthen voluntary legal the steps required to receive grants from the Multilateral
compliance and monitoring and enforcement Fund for the Implementation of the Montreal Protocol.
capacity. The project includes a significant legal OP/BP 4.04 Natural Habitats: Policy to support the
component to reinforce implementation of protection, maintenance, and rehabilitation of natural
national environmental law. The staff is also habitats. The Bank does not finance projects that involve This article was
helping apply the Bank's policy in a research pro- the conversion of designated critical natural habitats. written by David

ject on indigenous peoples' legal position in eight Operational Policy Note 11.03 Management of Cultural Freestone, Head of
Asian countries. ~~~~~~~~~~Property in Bank-Financed Projects (to be issued as GP the Legal

Asian countries. 4.11 Cultural Property): The Bank's general policy Department}
regarding cultural properties is to assist in their preservation Environmental
and avoid significant damage or elimination of Irreplaceable Affairs Unit
cultural property. (LEGEN), Fax

(202) 522-1589.
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Strengthening Partnerships for the Environment

he World Bank's primary partners in emerging partnerships. It is commonplace now
development are its client country gov- for the Bank to facilitate or broker partnerships
ernments. But in recent years, the Bank between country governments and the non-gov-
has come to recognize that it can ernment sector to enhance the design, implemen-
strengthen its policy dialogue and project tation and involvement of local communities in

performance by involving a broad range of public Bank-supported projects. The Bank continues to
and private stakeholders in all aspects of its work. strengthen operational collaboration with NGOs,

who have been engaged to contribute to Envi-
A Range of Partners ronmental Assessments, provide technical assis-
This is particularly true in its work on the envi- tance for project design and implementation, and
ronment. In recent years, the Bank has made act as contractors, executing agencies or imple-
great strides in its work to prevent unintended menting agencies. The expanding collaboration
harm to the environment and to develop projects between the Bank and NGOs is not only limited
targeted at healing the environment. One vital to operational work, but also includes substantive

input into policy and analytical work.

I ~~~Bilateral donors play a catalytic role in the Bank's
MFX711 7 ~~~work on the environment in policy and analytical

work, and in operations. $13.4 milion in consul-
tant trust funds (CTF) provided by bilateral
donors for the Bank's environmental work this
last fiscal year included funding for all aspects of
the project cycle, econ-omic and sector work, pol-
icy and best practice development, technical
assistance and training.

Types of Partnerships
G. DAVIS The Bank's current and emerging partnerships
G. DAVIS include:

lesson it has learned from this experience is that
strategic partnerships with organizations who JointImplementation. Through Joint Implemen-
have equally rich experience, or who are better tation (JI) under the UN Framework Conven-
placed to secure participation from in-country tion on Climate Change, parties in one or more
stakeholders and local communities, are countries contract parties in another country to
extremely important and promise to have high implement an activity that reduces greenhouse
payoffs. The Bank has built and continues to gas emissions. The contracting parties then
strengthen partnerships with other multilateral receive credit for these emissions reductions. In
development banks, UN agencies and bilateral 1993, as a practical demonstration of JI, the
donors, and technically strong NGOs, such as Bank and the Kingdom of Norway entered into
IUCN-The World Conservation Union, World- a $4.8 million co-financing agreement to support
wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and the World GEF climate change mitigation projects. This
Resource Institute (WRI). The Bank is also grant provided additional support to Bank/GEF
looking to develop stronger links with academic projects in Poland and Mexico, funded analysis
institutions and the private sector through orga- of the issues arising through JI application and,
nizations like the World Business Council for in December 1995, led to an expanded three-
Sustainable Development. year pilot phase with an initial $1.6 million grant

made by Norway.
NGOs and bilateral donors are particularly
important strategic partners for the Bank. Both Foundation Partners. The Rockefeller Foundation
are key players in most of the Bank's current and has also become a key player in climate change
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I Partnerships

mitigation. To date, Rockefeller has co-financed nates, supervises and funds these local groups to This section
renewable energy and conservation projects with undertake management and community devel-
the GEF in Jamaica, Brazil, India and Morocco, opment activities in 10 priority protected areas focuses on
and is supporting development of the Global in the country.
Photovoltaic Market Transformation Project. building strategic

Private Sector Cooperation. Through the GEF
Technical Cooperation. The Bank's environmental International Waters Portfolio, a small project alliances to
projects frequently benefit from technical consul- development grant was used to support an
tation with professionals out- African regional oil spill con- generate new
side the Bank. This year, _ tingency planning meeting in
however, the Bank has begun Cape Town in March. The knowledge and
cultivating partnerships with Given the magnitude of meeting was organized and
specific professional organiza- the problem, we need all . co-financed by the Interna- avoid duplicating
tions on a more strategic hands on deck. The tional Petroleum Industry
level, to enlarge the technical effectivness of [our] Environmental Conservation efforts In the

expertise base and establish will need to Association (IPIECA), an
advisory mechanisms for parneshpsNGO representing a broad Bank's
portfolio planning and policy be judged not by the membership from the petro-
development. The Interna- elegance ot the design, leum industry, and the Inter- environmental
tional Institute for Energy - but by their effectiveness national Maritime
Conservation has worked on on-the-ground over time. Organization (IMO). work.
climate change mitigation Attended by delegates from
projects and the affiliated James D. Wolfensohn, 35 African countries, the
Global Energy Efficiency Ini- World Bank President meeting laid the groundwork
tiative has signed a formal - for additional Bank-IPIECA
agreement with the Bank to . collaborations, demonstrat-
provide policy and technical ing how modest funding can
advice. A long-term technical collaboration be used to 'test the waters' of a potential part-
between the Bank and WWF-US also recently nership and catalyze more ambitious joint
came to fruition in A Conservation Assessment of efforts.
the Terrestrial Ecoregions of Latin America and the
Caribbean. WWF, CI and IUCN also collabo- Multi-Stakeholder Partnerships. The Forest
rated with the Bank on a proposal for the Criti- Market Transformation Initiative (FMTI) is a
cal Ecosystems Protection Fund (CEPF) (see multi-stakeholder partnership whose objective is
page 33). to help the private sector lead the change toward

environmentally sustainable forest industry prac-
Operational Collaborations. The Philippines tices by generating competitive advantage and to
Conservation of Priority Protected Areas Project catalyze such innovative, profitable practices on-
is based on a unique and highly innovative part- the-ground. To date, modest seed funding from This article was
nership between the Bank, the Government of the Bank has helped leverage resources from the written by Maria
the Philippines and an NGO consortium that is MacArthur Foundation, National Fish and Aycrigg and Brad
the principal GEF grant recipient. The NGOs Wildlife Foundation, Rocky Mountain Institute Walters, consultants
for Integrated Protected Areas (NIPA) is a and Church and Dwight Company. Having to ENVGC, andLouise Scura, Senior
legally incorporated, non-profit consortium of completed its initial research phase and estab- Resource Economist
12 national NGOs, including the most impor- lished an impressive stakeholder coalition, with the
tant umbrella groups for community develop- including representatives from the forestry Environment
ment and environmental NGOs. Collectively, industry, NGOs, universities, foundations and Department, Office
NIPA has widespread influence in the Philip- bilaterals, the reach of FMTI is expanding of the Director

pines and represents many NGOs with solid rapidly as it prepares for a series of international 458-1921, Fax

track records. Under the project, NIPA coordi- and regional stakeholder assemblies. (202) 477-0565
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Addressing the Pollution Challenge

W * orldwide, the costs of pollution in some SOEs are being relocated and pollution
disease, premature deaths, and lost control investments made, with the expectation
productivity are enormous, espe- that ambient environmental quality will improve.
cially for the poor. Dust pollution Egypt's Pollution Abatement Project introduces
leads to at least 500,000 premature innovative measures to minimize waste, prevent

deaths and up to 5 million new cases of chronic pollution, recover resources, adopt cleaner tech-
bronchitis a year; lack of clean water and sanita- nology and provide fuel substitutions, but also
tion is believed to cause some 2 million children provides a partly subsidized line of credit to both
a year to die. The loss in productivity is valued in private and state-owned enterprises on the
billions of dollars and hundreds of millions of assumption that environmentally beneficial
lost work days. investments might not otherwise occur.

Environmental Financial Sustainability
Management Financial sustainability is key to a project's long-
Solutions to these envi- term success. To pave the way for private sector
ronmental problems are involvement and sustainable financial manage-
critical, but must be ment, the Morocco Sewerage and Water Reuse
found within complex Project deepens the operating agencies' financial
economic, social and and managerial autonomy; and the Bombay
political realities. As evi- Sewage Disposal Project imposes direct charges
dence increasingly sug-
gests that the old U. 1 l a11S11 t IdlE1111

'pollution control' para-
S LINTNER digm is no longer ade- As the environmental community undertakes pol-

quate, the Banlks emphasis in its pollution work lution management, they face complex questions
is increasingly shifting to environmental manage- for which there are no easy answers, including:
ment. The Bank has committed some $7 billion . Is money the critical constraint to environmental

to pollution and urban environmental manage- behavior?
ment for 58 projects in 31 countries. In the past * Do subsidies improve enterprises' environmental
year alone, the Bank has provided some $1.1 bil- performance?
lion in loans and credits for 10 projects address- * If enterprises stand to gain financially from envi-
ing urban and pollution concerns in all parts of ronmental improvement through 'win-win' mea-
the world. These projects cover wastewater man- sures, why don't they implement the measures?
agement, mining remediation, and conversion of * How much investment is warranted in heavily
household heating from coal to gas. All the pro- polluting old industrial plants?
jects support strengthening institutional capacity * What are the major environmental priorities in

jet supr sreghng intttoa capcit urban infrastructure projects?
to monitor and enforce improved environmental
management, and where appropriate, establish a
sound regulatory and planning framework. This to the beneficiaries to ensure that provision of
past year, specific solutions included: water supply and sewerage services is financially

viable. Experience in other countries has shown

Privatization and Public Sector Reform that poor people, even those who can least afford
In some projects approved in FY96, public sector it, are willing to pay for safe water supply and
reform and/or privatization has served as a pre- sanitation, since without these services they often
requisite for improved environmental and finan- have to pay much higher prices to water vendors.
cial performance of state-owned enterprises
(SOEs), who are often the worst polluters. In the Clear Priorities and Effective Alternatives
Industrial Pollution Control Project in Algeria, The Bank also worked this year to ensure that
an agreement was reached to close some out- environmental projects address the highest prior-
dated SOEs. In the Chongquing Industrial ity problems, and to identify cost-effective alter-
Reform and Pollution Control Project in China, natives. In the Slovenia Environment Project, a
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"JV Pollution
Management

SLOVENIA: REDUCING POLLUTION THROUGH INNOVATIVE FINANCING This section

Slovenia must reduce its largest cities' ambient levels of dust and sulfur dioxide caused by the use of low highlights
quality coal in households and small boilers, especially during the winter. The Bank-financed Environment
Project will establish an Air Pollution Abatement Fund as a trust fund managed by the Slovenian EcoFund findings from the
to finance conversions from coal to gas or district heat. Only households in municipalities with high levels of
air pollution in winter who have adopted appropriate smoke-control regulations will be eligible for conversion Bank's policy and
loans. It is anticipated that the problem will be largely solved in six to eight years. The project is expected to
yield an economic rate of return of about 17% excluding environmental benefits, or more than 40% includ- o
ing the health benefits of reducing air pollution. At the same time, it will contribute to meeting Slovenia's sul- operational work
fur reduction targets under the Second Sulfur Protocol.

on pollution
Source: The World Bank and Environment In Central & Eastern Europe. World Bank: 1995

management and

proposed large investment in emissions clean-up coal. The meeting emphasized the need to technology policy.
from a power plant was rejected in favor of con- focus on the whole chain of coal use, from
verting home heating from coal to gas, which mining through consumption in power plants
yielded a much greater human health benefit. and small boilers.
Similarly, during preparation of Bolivia's Envi-
ronment, Industry and Mining project, it The Bank and IFC are working jointly to com-
emerged that scarce drinking water and poor plete the Pollution Prevention andAbatement
sanitation unrelated to the mining industry Handbook. This comprehensive document, being
might pose a human health threat larger than developed in consultation with governments,
that caused by mine wastes. NGOs and the private sector, will represent an

emerging consensus on good practice in pollu-
Policy and Outreach tion management.
In its policy work and outreach on these issues,
the Bank has taken the lead in a number of The Futum
instances: As the Bank works with its client countries to

shift to environmental management as a solution
* In a report to the October 1995 Sofia confer- to pollution issues, it is aware that the shift

ence of environment ministers, the Bank pro- requires new relationships between central and
posed that a program for the 26.5 million local governments, and between governments
people living in the 18 largest Eastem Euro- and enterprises. The shift also implies that the
pean cities could result in at least 18,000 Bank has a growing number of constituencies
fewer deaths a year, and at least 65 million with whom to maintain a dialogue. Maintaining
fewer working days lost to respiratory illness. this dialogue and learning from this experience

are key to resolving some of the difficult ques-
• At the Habitat II Conference in June, the tions related to pollution issues (see Box). The

Bank received widespread support for its call Bank Group will be working much more closely This article was
for a worldwide phaseout of lead in gasoline with the private sector to identify good environ- written by Richard
to help relieve the health impacts of lead poi- mental and social practices, and to influence Ackerman, Unit

soning. The Bank is also participating in a small and medium scale enterprises to improve Chief Technology

joint program to help phase out leaded gaso- their environmental management. The Bank of the Pollution and
line in Latin America and the Caribbean, as Group finds itself well placed to serve as a bro- Environmental

part of the Summit of the Americas. ker between industry associations and govern- Economics Division

ments to help foster a better understanding of at the World Banks

a The Bank convened a roundtable of experts each other's needs and intentions, and to pro- Environment

and government officials in June as part of a mote a more stable investment climate in which (ENVPE), n202)

Clean Coal Initiative, to discuss ways to the regulatory framework for environmental and 473-2606, Fax
reduce environmental damage caused by using social objectives is broadly accepted and applied. (202) 477-0968.
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The Environment as a Business Opportunity

t is becoming abundantly clear that global Overcoming Market Barriers
f environmental problems like climate change Over this last fiscal year, the International
* and biodiversity loss wil only be solved if the Finance Corporation (IFC) and the World
* private sector weighs in with its vast techni- Bank have worked to help the private sector

cal, managerial and financial resources and face this challenge through public-private part-
expertise. nerships in the form of: consultations with

stakeholders, NGOs, governments, and the pri-
At the same time, the environment is becoming vate sector to design investment projects and
a business opportunity, not simply a regulatory market transformation initiatives; and co-fund-
cost, with opportunities growing to invest in ing through Global Environment Facility
businesses that are not only profitable but also (GEF) and Montreal Protocol (MP) projects.

Through this work, they are increasing the
- - _ - range of mechanisms used to overcome market

_ _ _ * _ * _ barriers to environmental goods and services.
One approach is to 'buy-down' the costs and
risks associated with sustainable businesses
through loans or concessional loans where credit

_ _ _ * - - a is not readily available or rates are prohibitive,
credit guarantees to encourage lenders to pro-

MAC COSGROVE-DAVS vide debt for perceived high risk projects or
technologies, equity investments in regions or

contribute significant environmental benefits. sectors that lack venture capital, and grants for
The private sector's perspective is shifting as the technical assistance and project development to
long-term cost savings of environmentally cover the high front-end costs of launching sus-
benign processes become clear, and as consumers tainable businesses. Another approach is to use
demand environmental products and services market transformation initiatives to stimulate or
which result in global benefits, such as indepen- 'jump-start' market demand through rebates
dently certified tropical wood, energy efficiency and consumer education programs. The box
products, ecotourism and recycled products. illustrates how these approaches have been used

in the last year.
At the moment, however, in spite of their
promise, businesses engaged in supplying envi- Looking Ahead
ronmental goods or services often face a number The Bank Group is committed to encouraging
of daunting market barriers, particularly in devel- the private sector to invest in enterprises which
oping countries. They often find it difficult to result in global benefits like conserving biodiver-
obtain financing, as many would-be investors are sity and mitigating greenhouse gas emissions.
deterred by their small size, unproven technol- The mitigatingenhoue to siort
ogy high project development or start-up costs e future challenge is to continue to support
and transactions risks. They lack access to credit innovative approaches to promote investment in

at rasonbleinteestrate, ad fae sbsidzed sustainable enterprises, to demonstrate theirat reasonable interest rates, and face subsidized commercial viability and help erode market bar-
prices for competing products or raw materials, riers which restrict their more widespread appli-
and institutional or structural hurdles. Energy cion. Ihis regard, dur the nescal ar
pricing and fossil fuel subsidies, for instance, may w c ontinue t o devg the next fiscal year
prevent the private sector from investing in com- (PV) Market Transformation Initiative and a
panies marketing renewables. Forest Market Transformation Initiative (see page

The challenge now is to align private sector 41), respectively aimed at hastening the wide-
incentives with public sector objectives to spread application of PV and sustainable forestry.

encourage the private sector to participate more
fully, and quickly, in environmental investments.
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Engaging
The Private
Sector

OVERCOMING MARKET BARRIERS FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

Program/Project Market Overcoming Market Barriers
Description Barriers and Program Results

Financial and NGO Intermediaries (Loans & Guarantee Programs)

Small & Medium Scale Enterprise Term financing is scarce in The program aims to develop a track
(SME) Program: This IFC-administered developing countries, and record of GEF eligible SME projects to
pilot program channels $4.3million in only larger firms can leverage larger flows of private finance.
GEF funds through financial obtain it from financial Five intermediaries have been selected for
intermediaries to SMEs for renewable institutions. This barrier is the pilot phase and funds will reach 25
energy, energy efficiency, sustainable magnified for new projects by late 1996. Intermediaries
forestry and agriculture, and ecotourism environmental businesses include two venture capital funds, an
projects. Each intermediary will receive a due to perceived high risks, international NGO, a national forestry
low interest loan of $500,000-$1 million to no matter how profitable NGO, and an electricity supply company.
provide debt or equity finance to SMEs. they appear.

Hungary Energy Efficiency Co- Despite opportunities for The facility will provide credit enhance-
Financing Program: IFC is designing a $5 investments, many ment/ guarantees, co-financing, and
million co-financing facility where GEF financial intermediaries are technical assistance to GEF energy efficient
funds will help finance energy efficiency unwilling to take the credit investments to promote an energy efficiency
projects through domestic financial risk due to unfamiliarity market, build domestic finandng capacity,
intermediaries such as commercial banks with the projects and and leverage $25-30 million for energy
and leasing companies. technologies. efficiency projects over a five year period.

Investment Funds

Biodiversity Enterprise Fund for Latin Many medium sized IFC and private sector investors would
America: This $20-50 million fund would businesses in Latin bring together investment management
invest in medium sized ($1-20 million) America face difficulty in expertise, sector know-how and capital,
private sector ventures in sustainable obtaining equity finance, and make these resources available to
forestry, agriculture and ecotourism in particularly in the businesses in these sectors. GEF has
South America. The Brazilian fund biodiversity-linked sectors endorsed $5 million in grant funds to cover
management team expects to market the targeted by the fund. the fund management company's costs of
fund to private sector and institutional biodiversity due diligence and
investors in late 1996. monitoring-actual fund investments This article was

would then be made on commercial terms. written by Michael

Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Many RE/EE projects still GEF has endorsed $20-30 million for Rubino incollaboration with(RE/EE) Fund: This proposed $100-200 attract little interest from concessional finance for the fund to 'buy Dana Younger and
million global fund would make debt and investors because these down' development costs and risks for Martyn Riddle of
equity investment in on-grid and off-grid projects are smaller smaller and more innovative projects. The IFCs Technical and
renewable energy and energy efficiency transactions and may fund would also finance RE/EE projects Environment
projects. A feasibility study by IFC with involve newer technologies with more established technologies (wind, Department
Norway, Netherlands, Germany, France, or markets. geothermal, mini-hydro) on purely (CTEED), and Ken
and US funding indicates a fast growing commercial terms. Newcombe, Senior
project pipeline. Environmental

Advisor with theMarket Transformation Initiatives World Bank's

Poland Efficient Lighting Project: This Before the Program, By April, after the first six months, Environment
three year project is designed to stimulate manufacturers produced 345,100 CFLs had been sold nationally; Department
the Polish market for compact fluorescent CFLs for export only due the three year objective is over 1 million (ENVDR). Michael
lamps (CFLs) and luminaires through a to the high initial cost of CFLs. The hope is that at the conclusion Rubino (202) 473-
manufacturers rebate and consumer CFLs to domestic of the Program the Polish market for 2891, Fax (202)
education campaign funded by $5 million consumers. CFLs will continue to grow without the 676-9495.
from IFC/GEF. Six local manufacturers are subsidy. (202) 473-6010
expected to participate in the competitively Fax (202) 477-
awarded grant program. Fax__20565.
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Toward Social Sustainability

I t is now widely accepted that in order to last, Mainstreaming Participation
development must be socially as well as envi- The Fund for Innovative Approaches in Human
ronmentally sustainable. While the definition and Social Development (FIAHS) supported
of'social sustainability' is even more elusive innovative, participatory activities around the
than environmental sustainability, some clear world in 24 Bank projects, including the Azer-

principles for action are emerging. At a mini- baijan Farm Privatization Pilot Project, the
mum, care must be taken that development pro- India Women's Health Project, and the Jamaica
grams are not socially or culturally destructive. Social Investment Fund Project. Similarly, the
More than this, every effort must be made to Africa Region Client Consultation Fund con-
protect the vulnerable, respect social diversity, tributed to participatory activities throughout
ensure all stakeholders' fullest participation in Sub-Saharan Africa. FY96 also marked the

launch of The World Bank Participation Source-
book' (Environment Matters, Summer 1996). The
Bank continues to be actively involved in an

_* -. - E S l 33 s s interagency working group dedicated to forming
_i l - -. * * l = 3i aay in-country participation learning groups for key

stakeholders.

Social Dimensions of Environmental
Management
This past year, the Bank has continued to

r x *. l_ - z strengthen the links between social development,
ccS . S i _ 1 e i natural resource management and biodiversity
X K w U - conservation. The Niger Natural Resources

Management Project is aimed at securing sus-
tainable agricultural production and growth
while improving the living conditions of the

decisionmaking, and build up, rather than rural population. Local community involvement
destroy, social capital. is central to the Madagascar Environmental

Support Program's second phase (see page 9).
Over the past fiscal year, in its efforts to turn Environmental and biodiversity conservation
these principles into practice, the Bank has given licies for forents deversity inition
particular attention to four areas: polce frorests developed in the initial phase

of the project will allow local communities to
exploit forest resources on a sustainable basis.

Support for Work on Social Policy This will be complemented by measures to
and Social Assessment (SA) improve land management at the local level to
Since the Bank's first SA guidelines were issued ease pressure on protected areas and other areas
in May 1994 as a framework for social analysis of conservation value. The Bank has also initi-
and participation in projects and sector work, ated a study on the use of community based
10-15% of Bank projects have included SAs. approaches in natural resource management
The use of SA in Bank projects increased in investments. Social assessments are being carried
FY96. Results of a recent review of SA in out in all GEF projects and work continues on
selected projects indicated that it was being used integrating social assessment into private sector
across Bank regions and sectors, that findings activities.
are being used to reach the poor, and that the
SA process helped build institutional and local Work on Post-Conflict Reconstruction
capacity for participation (Box). Efforts are also and Issues of State and Society
continuing to strengthen links between SA and Some of the Bank's most recent work on the
Environmental Assessment (EA) in the envi- social dimensions of development centers on
ronmental review process for all Bank projects. post-conflict reconstruction and issues of state
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Social
EA ~Perspectives

SOCIAL ASSESSMENT'S CONTRIBUTION TO PROJECT QUALITY Thissection

Social Assessments (SAs) provide a framework for incorporating social analysis and participation into focuses on efforts
Bank operations with the following objectives:

to increase
• Involving the poor: The team for the Mexico Resource Conservation and Forest Sector Review used

SA to build capacity for policy-makers to listen to the poor, and for the poor to articulate their concerns participatory
and proposals. The SA process raised policy-makers' awareness of communal forest enterprises' poten-
tial to reduce local poverty, and resulted in identification of a participatory forest management project approaches,
(ENV Dissemination Note 44).2

* Evaluating social impacts: In the Russia Coal Sector Restructuring Project, SA highlighted the impact enhance public
of mine closures, not only on miners but on communities as a whole. Consequently, plans to relocate
miners were dropped and the emphasis shifted to developing community-specific responsiveness to involvement, and
increase transparency and trust. An independent social impact monitoring mechanism was also estab-
lished to monitor the impacts of proposed interventions, integrate the

* Building institutional capacity and new institutions: Using SA in the Estonia Agriculture Project
enabled Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) staff to establish a participatory approach to working with farm- social and
ers, and allowed farmers to develop trust in government through forming Land and Water Associations.
MOA staff and representatives of the new local institutions collaboratively drafted project plans based environmental
on farmers' priorities, knowledge and capacity for operating and maintaining field drainage systems.

dimensions of

Looking Ahead development into

A Social Development Task Group of Bank decisionmaking.
economists and social scientists began work this

iw fiscal year to evaluate various initiatives and
approaches underway in the social development
arena, so that the Bank can make more system-
atic use of best practices and findings. The Task
Group concluded that the Bank must bring a
multi-disciplinary perspective to its operations,
that social and economic approaches can and
must complement each other, and that the Bank
needs to substantially deepen its understanding

. .- £ £ jJ of the social factors which affect and underpin
development to enhance the social aspects of its

Paticipatory planning in Estonia (see Box) J.THOMPSON rojects. Their report in FY97 wi,l make initial

and society in Angola, Bosnia and Rwanda. The recommendations on how this should be done.
Bank has increased its attention to initiatives Recognizing the diversity of views likely to greet
linked to post-conflict issues such as refugee this report, a major recommendation is that the
reintegration, demobilization of ex-combatants dialogue continue to be given prominence in the
and operational de-mining, and aims at building fiiture. This article was

foundations for sustainable peace, as in the written ly Kathryn
recently approved Bosnia Land Mines Project. A Jacohs, social scientists
policy paper has been drafted on post-conflict 01The World Bank ParticipaBtion Soookstore, (202) 473-1155. with the Social Policy
reconstruction, supported by a lecture series and Division of the
collaboration with United Nations agencies. Mexico Resource Conservation and Forest Sector Review-Incorporat- Environment

1.'Vorkon locl levelinstittions ad thei rela-ing SocialAssessment into Economic and Sector Work. Environment DepartmentWork oini local level institutions and their rela- Department Dissemination Notes, No. 44. May, 1996. World (ENVSP), Fax (202)
tions with the states has also begun. Bank's Environment Department, Fax (202) 477-0565. 522-3247.
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Strategically Managing the World's Water

n the past few years, a 'water crisis' has Moving From Segmented
emerged in many countries around the world. to Comprehensive
Where water was once abundant, it is often Use-based management of water resources must
now scarce. More than a billion people lack be replaced by an integrated framework. In
access to adequate water and 1.7 billion people cooperation with the GEF, European Union and

have inadequate sanitation. Contaminated water other partners, the Bank has given priority to
causes millions of preventable deaths each year, developing and implementing regional and basin
especially among children. In many areas, water level programs that promote integrated strategies
rather than land availability will be the main con- for water management. The Bank continues to
straint to agricultural production, already con- participate in Environmental Programs for the
strained by competing urban and industrial water Aral, Baltic and Black Seas (see page 18), Danube
demands, and ecosystems and the rural poor will River Basin, Mediterranean Sea, and Red Sea

and Gulf of Aden and, in cooperation with
-UNEP and UNDP, is preparing an initiative for
the Caspian Sea. The Bank's freshwater work
includes integrated river basin and lakes manage-
ment such as the Asia Water Initiative and activ-
ities in eastern, southern and western Africa.
Emphasis is being given to cooperatively devel-
oping programs linked to regional/national water
resources strategies, and lake management pro-
grams emphasizing the need for basin manage-
ment are being undertaken in Africa, Asia,
Europe and the Middle East.

Moving From Curative to Preventive
The costs of preventing resource degradation are
small compared to remediation or rehabilitation

S.LINTNER costs. A major challenge for freshwater, coastal
also LINTR aand marine management is to increase the level

also be affected by urban and industrial water of effort for preventive measures while maintain-
abstractions and wastewater discharges. ing support for curative interventions in

degraded areas. During FY96 the Bank, with the
The challenge the world now faces is to sustain- support of the GEF and Norway, began an inno-
ably manage its water resources. To this end, the vative study under the Red Sea and Gulf of
Bank has adopted a long-term strategy, reflected Aden Program on management of navigation
in its Water Resources Management Policy. The risks, the primary threat to the marine environ-
strategy emphasizes the importance of taking a ment in this region. A complementary national
holistic approach to managing water, involving a level marine environmental pollution prevention
wide variety of stakeholders in water resource assessment is planned for Eritrea. To promote
management, and recognizing water as a scarce preventive measures, the Bank has also issued an

economic good. The policy also views freshwater, EnvironmentalAssessment Sourcebook Update on
coastal and marine resources as a management Marine Outfalls.2

continuum and recognizes the important interac-
tions between land and water. The strategy Moving From Incremental
underlies the Global Program of Action for the to Strategic
Protection of the Marine Environment from
Land-Based Activities, adopted in 1995, which go
calls for four complementary shifts in aquatic water resources strategies, and management pro-
resources management promoted by the Bank in grams for river basins, lakes and coastal areas all
the past year: contribute to a shift from a piecemeal to a strate-

gic investment approach. All identify a diversity
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Water
Resources
Management

Department for Research Cooperation of the This section
*s - - ^ 1 ! Swedish International Development Agency

(Sida/SAREC), the Bank is also evaluating focuses on
marine biotechnology in developing countries.
In the past fiscal year, to support these four com- freshwater,
plementary shifts, the Bank provided training to
its client countries in integrated water resources, coastal and

4 *. : ... \' s:, !. 4> t1 g2?ek -r I including regional and national seminars on inte-
grated approaches to river basin management, marine resource
participatory approaches to water management,
and workshops to develop and disseminate the management,
Africa Regional Water Resources Management
Strategy. Training courses in coastal zone man- integrating an
agement included seminars on the Red Sea andia j t -£ Gulf of Aden, North Africa, and the Gaza Strip. ecological
In cooperation with Sida/SAREC, the Bank also

S. LINTNER conducted national seminars for Tanzania and dimension into
Mozambique.

of complementary actions-policy, regulatory, water resource
management, investment and institutional- Emerging Challenges
which, with phased implementation, permit The key challenge for the future is to implement management from
environmentally sound management of available The kelln for thepture io impemen

resures The Bak' Midl Eat an Nor1 th, and develop broad acceptance for integratedresources. inie Bantes Mid le East and Naortn approaches for water resources management. The the upper
Africa Region initiated regional and national Global Water Partnership, designed to consoli-
evaluations of water resources management dur- date existing UNDP-World Bank programs and watershed to
ing Y strethenin 'invest- . involve other partners in addressing the long-
canges, instiltutional strengtning anu mvest- term challenges, is important in this respect. A the coastal zone.
ments. These activities have been complemented Lakes Management Initiative, designed to more
in many cases by coastal zone management mea- effectively integrate lake management into water
sures supported by the Mediterranean Environ- rfesourcesy plnintg,ais lalso maagpeierta ist daevermuent Tuprehia Assitane Mediteranea MEnviron resources planning, is also a priority, as is devel-ment Technical Assistance Program (METAP) opment of management approaches for non-
(see page 27) and GEF activities in the Black, point sources of pollution, especially from
Mediterranean and Red Seas. agriculture and rural settlements. In the arena of

environmental indicators, the Bank's Water andMoving From Piloting to Mainstream Sanitation Division recently published the sec-
The Bank and other organizations have sup- ond edition of the Water and Wastewater Utilities
ported pilot activities to demonstrate and test Indicator?. This important contribution to the
innovative solutions to freshwater, coastal and development of field tested environmental indi-
marine resources management. Where successful, cators will be complemented by initiatives such
these approaches should be more broadly applied. as the interim Monitoring and Evaluation The article was
The Aral Sea Environment Program and the Guidelines for GEF International Waters Pro- Lwitner, Prinyepal
Haapsalu and Matsalu Bays Environment Project jects under Bank-supervised implementation. Environmental
in Estonia both supported the use of constructed Specialist with the
wetlands for wastewater treatment purposes dur- Water Resources Management-A World Bank Policy Paper. Septem- Land, Water and
ing FY96. Integrated Coastal Zone Management ber, 1993. World Bauik Boolktore, (202) 473-1155. NaturalHabitatt
(ICZM)-an inter-sectoral and ecosystems Division at theapproachtomanagingcoastalresourcesa o SourcebookUpdate No. 13: Guidelinesfor Marine Outfalls and WorldBanksapproach to managing coastal resources and eco- Alternative Disposal and Reuse Options. Available from the World Environment
nomic development-is being introduced on a Bank's Environment Department, Fax (202) 477-0565. Department
pilot basis into the Bank's portfolio of coastal Water and Wastewater Utilities-Indicators Second Edition. Yepes, G., (ENALW), (202)
investment projects in Mexico, Ghana, Thailand, and A. Dianderas. May, 1996. World Bank's Transport, Water and 473-2508, Fax
Albania and Indonesia. In cooperation with the Urban Department, Fax (202) 477-0164. (202) 477-0568.
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O International or regional organization O Pollution Management/Technology
O Government agency or ministry O Water Resource Management
O Nongovernmental organization O Natural Habitats/Biodiversity
O Research institution or library O Climate Change/Ozone
O School/University O Social Perspectives
O Private sector O Environmental Indicators/Information Systems
O Consultant 0 Environmental Economics & Policy
O Student 0 Private Sector & Finance
O News media 0 Sustainable Development in general

Other O Other

Mail or fax to:
Environment Department Publications
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W., Room S-5057
Washington, DC 20433 U.S.A. 2 ( mail)
Fax: 202-477-0565; Phone 202-458-8459 (voice mail)
http://www-esd.worldbank.org/html/esd/env/envmain.htm

To order the full environmental project matrix or other Environment Department publications, refer to our publications list

and / or list those you would like to receive using the order form below. To order more than 5, please contact the

Environment Department publications office directly.

Title Series No. Author Date
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Seminars & Publications

Rural Development: From Vision to Action

This landmark publication, due for publication shortly after this severely undervalued by inappropriate accounting methods,
years ESD conference, argues that rural development, and a policies, and institutional frameworks.
prosperous smallholder agriculture in particular, must be nurtured
and improved if the Banks objectives of reducingpoverty, sustainable Meeting the challenges
natural resources management andfood security are to be met. This The action plan proposes measures for the Bank with its
premise is at the core of a Bank action plan for improving the rural partners to revitalize efforts to achieving broad-based growth
economy. and rural development. Required are:

The challenges * Sound and stable macroeconomic and sector policies

Poverty and hunger remain pervasive. Today 1.3 people live on * Open international trade
less than one dollar a day. Even in the midst of plenty, 800 * Rapid technological change in agriculture in the developing and
million of them are hungry because they cannot afford to buy developed world
the food they need for a healthy life. Ironically, three-quarters * Massive increases in the efficiency of irrigation water use
of the poor and hungry live in rural areas where food is grown. * Dramatic improvements in the management of soils, watersheds,

forests, and biodiversity
Food supplies must double. The world's population will exceed 8 f ores, landp boivya
billion in 2025, an increase of 2.5 billion in the next 30 years. i duland policy and nd reform
Given modest income growth, food needs in developing Eduration, health, and nutrition servicesfor both boys and girls
countries could more than double. Yet, land and water are Strong a inesst es
becoming increasingly scarce, so increased food production must adea ratrc
come primarily from improved yields. SBroadparticipation

*Safety nets

Environmental degradation must be reversed.
Hundreds of millions of private farmers are the Rural Development: From Vision to Action in the
stewards of the vast majority of the globe's f Rural Sector, World Bank Group, in preparation
renewable resources. They are the people best f (Due for publication in December 1996)
able to maintain and enhance the productivity of f Also forthcoming: FoodforAll. Putting the Pieces
the resources, and, given the proper incentives, in Placefor Rural Well-being, at the Rome World
almost always do so. But the resources are Food Summit, November 1996

A Selection of the Bank Group's Significant Environmental Publications: July 1995-June 1996*

Biodiversity and Natural Habitats MainstreamingBiodiversity in Development:A World BankAssistance
for Implementing the Convention on Biological Diversity

A Conservation Assessment of the Terrestrial Ecoregions of Latin Environment Department Paper No. 29. November, 1996.
America and the Caribbean Environment Department's Land, Water and Natural Habitats
Eric Dinerstein, et al. In association with the World Wildlife Fund. Division (ENVLW), Fax (202) 477-0568.
1995. World Bank Bookstore, (202) 473-1155.

Critical Natural Habitats in Latin America and the Caribbean. Volume Water Resources Management
1: Southern Cone (Argentina, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay)
George Ledec, et al. In collaboration with Agriconsulting S.p.A. and A Global Representative System of Marine ProtectedArreas: Vol. 1-4
the World Conservation Monitoring Center. August, 1996. Latin Graeme Kelleher, Chris Bleakly, and Sue Wells, Editors. Great Barrier *
America and the Caribbean Environment Division (LATEN), Fax Reef Marine Park Authority, The World Bank and The World
(202) 676-9373. Volumes 2-4 in Draft. Conservation Union (IUCN). May, 1995. Environment Department's

Land, Water and Natural Habitats Division (ENVLW), Fax (202)
477-0568.
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Sustainable Financing Mechanismsfor CoralReef Conservation: Effective Financing of Environmentally Sustainable Development in

Proceedings of a Workshop Latin America and the Caribbean
Anthony J. Hooten and Marea E. Hatziolos, Editors. ESD William Partridge. LAC Technical Department Publications, Report
Proceedings Series No. 9 World Bank, September, 1995. World Bank No. 38. January, 1996. Latin America and the Caribbean Technical
Bookstore, (202) 473-1155. Department's Environment Division (LATEN), Fax (202) 676-9373.

Toward Sustainable Management of Water Resources Servicing Innovative Financing of Environmentally Sustainable
Ismail Serageldin. August, 1995. World Bank Bookstore, (202) 473- Development

1155. Joan Martin-Brown and Ismail Serageldin. ESD Proceedings Series
No. 11. April, 1996. World Bank Bookstore, (202) 473-1155.

Wetlands in Asia
Wetlands International-Asia Pacific and The World Bank. March, EnvironmentalAssessment (EA) in Africa:A World Bank Commitment

1996. Environment Department's Land, Water and Natural Habitats Robert Goodland, Jean-Roger Mercier and Shimwaayi Muntemba,
Division (ENVLW), Fax (202) 477-0568. editors. Proceedings of the Durban (South Africa) Workshop. May,

1996. Africa Technical Department (AFTES), Fax (202) 473-7916,
and Environment Department's Land, Water and Natural Habitats

Pollution Management Division (ENVLW), Fax (202) 477-0568.

Optionsfor Domestic Solid Waste Treatment in Beijing Towards a Sustainable Economy: Can We Survive Green Advice?
Beijing Environment Sanitation Administration for the Metropolitan Stein Hansen. Environment Department Paper No. 36. June, 1996.
Environmental Improvement Program (MEIP). City Working Paper Environment Department's Pollution and Environmental Economics

Series. January, 1996. Asia Region Technical Department's Division (ENVPE), Fax (202) 473-0968.
Environment and Natural Resources Division (ASTEN), Fax (202)
522-1664.

Social Perspectives
Taxing Bads by Taxing Goods: Pollution Control with Presumptive
Charges The World Bank Participation Sourcebook
Shantayanan Devarajan and Gunnar S. Eskeland. February, 1996. February, 1996. World Bank Bookstore, (202) 473-1155.
World Bank Bookstore, (202) 473-1155.

Social Assessment: El Salvador Basic Education Modernization Project

Financing Pollution Abatement: Theory and Practice Valeria Junho Pena. LAC Environment Unit Dissemination Notes No.
Magda Lovei. Environment Department Paper No. 28. October 1995. 13. October, 1995. Latin America and Caribbean Technical
Environment Department's Pollution and Environmental Economics Department's Environment Division (LATEN), Fax (202) 676-9373.
Division (ENVPE), Fax (202) 477-0968.

Toward Participatory Research
Deepa Narayan. World Bank Technical Paper No. 307. April, 1996.

New Indicators of Progress World Bank Bookstore, (202) 473-1155.

Water and Wastewater Utilities-Indicators Second Edition
Guillermo Yepes and Augusta Dianderas. May, 1996. Transportation, Legal Framework and Bank Policies
Water and Urban Department (TWU), Fax (202) 477-0164.

Introduction to Environmental and SocialAssessment Requirements and

Accountingfor the Future Proceduresfor World Bank-Financed Projects
Kirk Hamilton and Ernst Lutz. Environment Department Working Andrei Barannik. June, 1996. Environment Department (ENVDR),
Paper No. 39. 1996. Environment Department's Pollution and Fax (202) 477-0565.
Environmental Economic Division (ENVPE), Fax (202) 477-0968.

The Russian Federation Legal Frameworkfor Environmental
Sustainability and the Wealth of Nations: First Steps in an Ongoing Assessment
Journey Andrei Barannik, Charles di Leva and Gennady Pilch. February, 1996.

Ismail Serageldin. ESD Studies and Monographs Series No. 5. July, Environment Department's Land, Water, and Natural Habitats

1996. World Bank Bookstore, (202) 473-1155. Division (ENVLW), Fax (202) 477-0568.

Participation of the Russian Federation and the Newly Independent

New Directions in Environmental Management States of the Former Soviet Union in the International Environmental
Agreement

Towards Environmentally Sustainable Development in Sub-Sabaran Andrei Barannik and Charles di Leva. Environment Department's
Africa:A World Bank Agenda Land, Water and Natural Habitats Division (ENVLW), Fax (202)

Francois Falloux, Jan Bojo and Robert Clement-Jones. December, 477-0568.
1995. Africa Technical Department's Environmentally Sustainable
Development Division (AFTES), Fax (202) 473-7916.

*See other selected publications on the back covers. For a full listing of
the Bank's current environmental publications, send or fax the enclosed
mailing list form, call (202) 458-8459 (voice mail), or look us up on
the Web at http://www-esd.worldbank-org/html/esd/env/envmain.htm.
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Mainstreaming the Environment: The World Bank Group
and the Environment since the Rio Earth Summit
Fiscal 1995 Annual Report on the Environment
World Bank, September 1995

A quiet revolution, this publication states, has been underway V
Mainstreaming during the first half of the 1990s, as environmental

the QikTA sustainability has become a theme of policymaking around the
world. The report takes a look at the 'greening' progress the

___ . si Bank has made, with its member countries and partners, in the
three years since Rio, and outlines the unfinished journey.

The World Bank Participation Sourcebook
Environmentally Sustainable Development Related Publications
World Bank 1996

The Bank's Participation Sourcebook, launched this past
February, highlights the Bank's move beyond its traditional
'expert'stance, to participatory development, where

* F 9 M t stakeholders influence and share control over sustainable
development initiatives. The Sourcebook serves as a guideline
to task managers as they put this new approach into practice.

Monitoring
4W'*. Environmental,,

!Pro' ARessil\Vlljep Monitoring Environmental Progress:
A Report on Work in Progress

. iw ~~~~~~Environmentally Sustainable Development Related Publications 
, > i \w)wE ~World Bank 1996 , _

This publication dramatically shifts the traditional use of
indicators by broadening the definition of national wealth,

ik. &&1agreening national accounts, and creating environmentally t, econom andhwstrategic policy and economic analysis.e

It is not that we should simply seek newe

__ ~~~~ 2 _ ,*, ,5 ~~~~~~~and better ways for managing society, the .-.-

. >;_ __ < - ~~~~~~~~~~~economy and the world. The point is that we ;

< ~~~ _ , _ 9 _ - < _ \, ~~~~~should fundamentally change how we _

behave." Vaclav Havel

4L. i%*4L NV 7 L



_ Co mng out at the Fourth Annual Conference
.4 o Envivronmentally Sustainable Development*

ma _ Effective Financing of Biodiversity and Agricultural
Environmentally Sustainable Intensification: Partners for

* Development: Proceedings of the Development and Conservation
Third Annual World Bank J
Conference on Environmentally J Srivastava, N. Smitb, and D. Forno

Sustainable Development 7 ~~~~~. Envi'ronmentally Sustainable Development:3 _ - Sustainable Development . Studies and Monographs Series No. 11

Environmentally Sustainable Development . As human populations continue to grow,
t \ Proceedings Series No. 10 g4. \ ... pressure is increasing on the world's
ProceThedWorld Bank's Third Annual _ _ remaining habitats for wild plants and
The World Bank's Third Annual animals. This pubEcation explores ways to

Sustainable Development, held in October intensify crop and livestock production
1995, explored the role of the private sector and governments in systems while mitigating adverse environmental impacts. The
1995motingoenvironmentally sustainable development, effective authors assert that agricultural productivity can be boosted with

promoting liiomnal utialedvlpet fetv ttle destruction of wetlands and other wildlife habitats if 
financing mechanisms, and the costs of inaction. Roundtable meadestructinteteds and are abitand if
discussions and associated events co-sponsored by non- measures like integrated pest management are adopted and buffer
governmental organizations and other institutions provided fertile zones are created between cultivated areas.
ground for in-depth discussion of related issues. (ISBN 0-8213- (SN081-799

3549-9) Ethics and Spiritual Values:

The Self and the Other: Sustainability and Self- Promoting Environmentally
Empowerment Sustainable Development

Sustainable Development ~~Environmentally SustainableEknvironmentally Sustainable Development Developntent Proceedings Series No.
Proceedings Series No. 13 P e Sre N._
This publication explores the idea that an At the Third Annual Conference on
individual's development is essential to the environn Sustainable
effective pursuit of environmentally *D e ad-v t
sustainable development. These seminar Development, this associated event
proceedings from the World Bank's Third . was built on the perspective that
Annual Conference on Environmentally . development projects must reflect the beneficiaries' beliefs and
Sustainable Development focus on the values Speakers at the event concurred that sustainable
link between culture and the shaping of development begirls with a sustainable belief system: one that

identity through the perception of the self respects all life, assigns priority to the common good, engenders
and of others. ((ISBN 0-8213-3714-9) responsibility for the whole, promotes equality, and supports

unconditional caring.

Meeting the Challenges of Population, Environment, and (ISBN 0-8213-3713-0)
Resources; The Costs of Inaction Servicing Innovative Financing of

Dr. H. W Kendall, Dr. K.J. Arrow, Dr. N.E. Borlaug, Dr. PR. . . Environmentally Sustainable
Ehrlich, Dr. J Lederberg, Development
Dr. j Israel Vargas, Dr. R. T Watson, and Dr. E. 0. Wilson
Environmentally Sustainable Development Proceedings Series No. 14 Environmentally Sustainable Development
Addresses the growing gap between the environmental and Proceedings Series No. 11
financial communities over sustainable development. Some of the At a conference held by the World Bank
world's most eminent scientists presented this collection of essays and the Earth Council, 60 participants

at the Third Annual World Bank from more than 20 countries shared their
Conference on Environmentally experiences of civil society and sustainable
Sustainable Development. The collection development, and examined the capacity of
articulates their views on the major civil society, when enabled financially and
environmental, resource, and population in partnership with governments and the private sector, to pursue
issues that constitute obstacles to environmentaUy sustainable development in ways that respond to
environmentally sustainable development local communities' needs.
in developing nations, outlines the costs of

inaction on these urgent matters, and
suggests ways for all nations to confront *Order through the World Bank Bookstore (202) 473-1155.
the risks facing humanity. (ISBN 0-8213- Also see the write-up on Rural Well-Being. From Vision to Action,
3635-5) the World Bank's new agenda for action in sustainable agriculture.


